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ABSTRACT
Demand-withdraw interaction is a pattern of communication in which one person
demands change from another who withdraws. In the treatment domain, evidence of
parallel demand-withdraw processes comes from a study of couple therapy for alcoholic
men, where wife-demand/husband-withdraw interaction predicted poor response to a
high-demand intervention (Shoham et al., 1998). The current study extends this parallelprocess idea to family therapy for substance-using adolescents by examining whether
adolescents entrenched in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction are less likely
to engage in treatment and more likely to use drugs post-treatment when counselors
pressure them to change.
Participants were 91 families who received > 4 sessions of Brief Strategic Family
Therapy (BSFT; Szapocznik et al., 2003) in a multi-site clinical trial on adolescent drug
abuse and an additional non-engagement sample of 21 families who completed < 2
sessions. Before randomization, families completed videotaped family interaction tasks
from which trained observers coded parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw. Another team
of raters coded therapists’ demands during an early and (for most cases) a later BSFT
session, while a third team rated quality of BSFT. The main dependent variable was a
composite index of adolescent substance use based on monthly self-reports and urine
drug screens over 12 months.
A matched-sample examination of sessions attended (< 2 vs. > 4) revealed no
effect of early-session therapist demand on engagement. However, multi-level models
partially supported the main hypothesis: adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-
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withdraw who received high-quality BSFT from relatively non-demanding therapists
used fewer drugs during and after treatment than other adolescent participants.
Furthermore, as therapist demand on high PD/AW adolescents increased, youth substance
use also increased.
Results suggest that attending to parallel demand-withdraw processes in
parent/adolescent and therapist/adolescent dyads may be useful in family therapy for
substance-using adolescents. Replicating ineffective parent behavior within the
therapeutic system may undermine the prospect of decreased adolescent drug use
outcomes.
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BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
Adolescent drug abuse is a serious and pervasive problem that is associated with
considerable personal, societal, medical, and legal consequences. A recent survey found
that high school students had lifetime prevalence rates of 38.4% for marijuana use, 7.6%
for cocaine use, 12.4% for use of inhalants, and 74.3% for alcohol use (SAMHSA, 2007).
Research has also found significant links between adolescent drug use and delinquent
behavior, drug use of peers, and school exclusion (EMCDDA, 2003; Scottish Executive,
2003). Other studies have demonstrated that adolescents who use drugs are more likely
than their non-using peers to suffer from psychiatric disorders and symptoms, multiple
school problems, and high-risk sexual behavior (Dennis, Dawud-Noursi, Muck, &
McDermeit, 2003; Jessor & Jessor, 1977). Furthermore, some problems associated with
drug use in adolescence do not resolve in adulthood. Ringel, Ellickson, & Collins (2007)
found that drug use in adolescent years predicts poor job-related outcomes more than ten
years into the future.
In the search for risk factors associated with adolescent substance abuse,
researchers have discovered the important role that the family plays in the development
and maintenance of adolescents’ substance use. Studies have revealed that adolescent
substance abuse is associated with a wide range of family-related problems including
marital discord, poor parental supervision and management, family substance abuse and
disruption (EMCDDA, 2003; Scottish Executive, 2003), lack of father involvement,
parents’ support for the use of aggression in problem solving (Dodge et al., 2009), lack of
parental communication and affection (Case, 2007), and negative family interaction
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(Kliewer & Murrelle, 2007). These findings support a long standing assumption in family
systems theory that maladaptive family functioning is a main contributor to adolescent
substance abuse and other problem behavior (Henggeler, Sheidow, & Lee, 2009; Liddle,
2002 (MDFT manual cannabis use); Minuchin & Fishman, 1981; Minuchin, 1967;
Sexton & Alexander, 2002; Szapocznik, Hervis & Schwartz, 2003). Family systems
theorists argue that there are several specific types of maladaptive family interaction
patterns that can serve to impede communication flow and conflict resolution and thus,
lead to adolescent problem behavior and substance abuse. One of these is demandwithdraw interaction (DWI), a pattern studied in both marital and parent-child dyads
where one person demands change from another who withdraws or resists (Caughlin &
Malis, 2004a; Christensen, 1988; Rohrbaugh & Shoham, 2001; Watzlawick, Weakland,
& Fisch, 1974).
Demand-withdraw interaction
The majority of research on DWI has been in the domain of couples therapy and
romantic relationships. Couples therapists were the first to recognize DWI as a
problematic communication process that interferes with conflict resolution and creates
greater instability in the relationship (Fogarty, 1976; Napier, 1978; Watzlawick, Bavelas,
& Jackson, 1967; Watzlawick et al., 1974). Richard Fisch, John Weakland, Paul
Watzlawick, and their colleagues at Palo Alto’s Brief Therapy Center (Watzlawick et al.,
1974; Weakland, Fisch, Watzlawick, & Bodin, 1974) recognized DWI as a type of
problematic communication pattern that develops due to each partner’s well-intentioned
attempts to resolve a problem they perceive in the relationship. For example, the wife’s
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main motivation for nagging and criticizing (e.g., making “demands”) may be to elicit a
response from her withdrawn husband and the husband’s main reason for withdrawing
may be to escape his wife’s demands. Thus, the more the wife demands, the more the
husband withdraws. Shoham and Rohrbaugh have defined DWI as an “ironic process”
(Rohrbaugh & Shoham, 2001; Shoham & Rohrbaugh, 2008) that continues as long as
each partner perceives that his or her demanding or withdrawing behavior is a good
solution to the relationship problems as they perceive them. Research has demonstrated
many ways in which DWI can damage romantic relationships, showing that this process
is significantly associated with relationship dissatisfaction (Christensen, 1987;
Christensen & Heavey, 1990; Eldridge & Christensen, 2002; Heavey, Layne, &
Christensen, 1993; Noller & White, 1990), domestic violence (Babcock, Waltz, Jacobson,
& Gottman, 1993; Holtzworth-Munroe, Smutzler, & Stuart, 1998), and alcohol abuse
(Kelly, Halford, & Young, 2002).
Due to the problems associated with DWI, couples therapists seek to interrupt
DWI cycles when they occur. Present-focused, strategic interventions such as those used
by Fisch, Weakland, Watzlawick et al. in their Palo Alto model of brief strategic couple
therapy are particularly helpful for accomplishing this task. In the Palo Alto model, the
therapist designs strategic interventions on a case-by-case basis, framing suggestions
according to what will help the particular couple to engage in less of the same ineffective
behavior. For example, in working with a couple in which the wife considers her husband
to be uncommunicative and unemotional, the therapist might suggest that the husband’s
“defensiveness” stems from an underlying vulnerability. The therapist might then
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suggest that rather than nagging or criticizing, the wife could respond to the husband in a
way that is sensitive to the husband’s vulnerability (cf. Coyne, 1988).
Research has found that couples therapy models that incorporate strategic
interventions are effective in treating depression and relationship dissatisfaction. In a
study investigating treatments for depression, Leff et al. (2000) randomly assigned 88
participants to receive either antidepressant medication, individual cognitive-behavior
therapy (CBT), or a “systemic couple therapy” (Jones & Asen, 1999) that focused on
interrupting problematic patterns of couple interaction. Results indicated that the
systemic couple therapy was more effective than the two other conditions in retaining
participants in treatment and in ameliorating depressive symptoms both at post-treatment
and at a two-year follow-up measurement. Notably, the CBT had to be discontinued due
to a high dropout rate. Another study comparing a “systemic” couples treatment based
on the Palo Alto model to emotion-focused couple therapy and a wait-list control
condition showed that systemic couples therapy significantly improved the relationship
satisfaction of the participating couples (Goldman & Greenberg, 1992). The systemic
couples therapy in this study placed heavy emphasis on using strategic interventions
aimed at changing current interaction patterns and positively reframing patterns of
behavior. Results showed that relative to the control condition, the two active treatments
were both efficacious at improving marital quality at termination. However, at 4-month
follow-up, couples in the systemic therapy condition reported better marital quality and
more positive change in target complaints than participants in the emotion-focused
therapy group. Based on these results and their anecdotal observations, Goldman and
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Greenberg suggested that systemic, Palo Alto-style therapy may be particularly well
suited for change-resistant couples with rigidly entrenched interaction patterns (such as
DWI).
Although the majority of research on DWI has been in the domain of romantic
relationships and couple therapy, researchers have recently examined DWI in the context
of parent-adolescent relationships (Caughlin & Malis, 2004a; Caughlin & Malis, 2004b).
Given research demonstrating that adolescents sometimes withdraw in interactions with
their parents (Hauser, 1991; Larson & Richards, 1994) and parents often monitor their
children more when the children try to increase their personal privacy during adolescence
(Petronio, 1994), Caughlin and Malis argued that it makes sense to expect that parentadolescent dyads might engage in DWI. They also argued that parent-adolescent DWI
may be associated with the same problems that couples entrenched in DWI experience,
such as relationship dissatisfaction and alcohol or drug abuse. To test these hypotheses,
Caughlin and Malis conducted two studies, one investigating associations between
parent-adolescent DWI and another investigating associations between parent-adolescent
DWI and adolescent drug and alcohol use. In the first of these studies, Caughlin and
Malis (2004a) hypothesized that even after controlling for the overall amount of parentadolescent conflict, DWI between parents and adolescents would be inversely associated
with adolescents’ and parents’ relational satisfaction. They included 57 parentadolescent dyads in the study, including 14 mother-son dyads, 16 mother-daughter dyads,
15 father-son dyads, and 12 father-daughter dyads. Adolescents’ mean age was 14.44
years (range = 13 to 16 years), and parents mean age was 45.52 years (range = 32 to 61
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years.) Participants filled out questionnaires indicating their satisfaction with the parentadolescent relationship and the amount of overall conflict in this relationship. They also
participated in three audiotaped discussions; one regarding alcohol and drug use among
teenagers, one regarding a topic important to the adolescent and one about a topic
important to the parent. Caughlin and Malis (2004a) then asked participants to rate on
the Communication Patterns Questionnaire (Christensen, 1988) the amount of DWI they
engaged in during the past two months and the amount of DWI they engaged in during
the audiotaped conversation. In addition, research assistants independently rated DWI in
the audiotaped discussions.
Results indicated that all measures of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction (including parents’ and adolescents’ retrospective reports, post-conversation
reports, and independent ratings) were inversely associated with adolescents’ satisfaction
in their relationship with their parents. There was also an inverse association between
parents’ satisfaction and parents’ retrospective and postconversation reports of parentdemand/adolescent withdraw and adolescent-demand/parent-withdraw. In addition, even
after accounting for overall conflict in parent-adolescent dyads, adolescents’
postconversation reports of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw were inversely
associated with adolescents’ satisfaction. Beyond predicting relationship dissatisfaction,
Caughlin and Malis (2004b) also found that parent-adolescent DWI is significantly
associated with adolescents’ alcohol and drug use.
Using the same data gathered in the study described above, Caughlin and Malis
(2004b) conducted path analyses to test associations between parent-adolescent DWI and
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adolescents’ alcohol and drug use. Results showed that several measures of parentdemand/adolescent withdraw (including adolescents’ retrospective and postconversation
reports, as well as independent ratings of all three conversation topics) were positively
associated with adolescents’ self-reported alcohol and drug use. In addition, these
associations remained significant even after controlling for the amount of total conflict
between adolescents and parents. This study provides strong support for the association
between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction and adolescent substance use. It
also provides further corroboration of a substantial body of research in the domain of
family therapy that has consistently linked adolescent substance abuse with family
interactional problems.
Family therapy for adolescent substance abuse
A central assumption in family systems therapy is that adolescent substance abuse
and other problem behavior develops within and is maintained by maladaptive family
interactions. Given this assumption, family-based interventions treat adolescent substance
abuse by improving communication between family members and ameliorating the
family’s functioning. Family treatment models have received strong empirical support.
Studies have repeatedly shown that family therapies, including Functional Family
Therapy (FFT; Barrett, Slesnick, Brody, Turner, & Peterson, 2001; Friedman, 1989),
Multidimensional Family Therapy (MDFT; Hogue, Liddle, Dauber, & Samuolis, 2004;
Liddle, Rowe, Dakof, Ungaro, & Henderson, 2004; Schmidt, Liddle, & Dakof, 1996),
Multisystemic Therapy (MST; Henggeler, Clingempeel, Brondino, & Pickrel, 2002;
Letourneau et al., 2009; Schoenwald, Ward, Henggeler, Pickrel, & Patel, 1996), and Brief
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Strategic Family Therapy (BSFT; Santisteban et al., 1997; Santisteban et al., 2003;
Szapocznik, Rio, Murray, Cohen, & et al., 1989) are efficacious in treating adolescent
substance abuse and associated problem behaviors. In addition, research has found that
many family-based interventions have better treatment outcomes relative to other
outpatient substance abuse treatment approaches for adolescents (Williams & Chang,
2000).
Although each of the family-oriented models mentioned above uses a systemic,
contextual approach to treatment, each has its own unique areas of emphasis. MST and
MDFT are broad, multi-dimensional treatment models that place as much emphasis on
intrapersonal, school, peer, and neighborhood factors as they do on problems in family
functioning. MST assumes that intrapersonal, family, peer, school, and community
factors all interact to influence adolescents’ behavioral functioning. Thus, MST
interventions treat adolescent behavioral problems and substance abuse by
comprehensively addressing potential risk factors in each of these areas (Henggeler et al.,
2009). Likewise, MDFT “systematically assesses and targets adolescent functioning in
six health-related domains: drug use, identity development and autonomy, peers and peer
influence, bonding to prosocial institutions, racial and cultural issues, and health and
sexuality” (Liddle, 2002; p. 11). MDFT uses both intrapersonal and interpersonal
interventions to foster improvements in adolescents’ behavior and substance abuse.
In contrast, BSFT and FFT concentrate mostly on making needed changes in
family functioning. Both of these models share the view that adolescent substance abuse
and problem behavior are “systems-relevant,” meaning they occur as part of the family’s
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problematic systemic functioning (Morris, Alexander, & Waldron, 1988; Szapocznik,
Hervis, & Schwartz, 2003). However, these models differ in the way they treat families
of adolescents with substance use problems. Whereas FFT uses principles from learning
and cognitive theories to change adolescents’ and family members’ behaviors and
attributions (Morris et al., 1988), BSFT applies principles of structural and strategic
family theory to change family structures that support the adolescent’s substance abuse
(Szapocznik et al., 2003). As was mentioned earlier, findings from research on couples
therapy indicate that systemic therapy models that incorporate strategic interventions may
be particularly well suited for couples with rigidly entrenched interaction patterns such as
DWI (Goldman & Greenberg, 1992; Leff et al., 2000). If these findings generalize to
parent-adolescent dyads that engage in DWI, the strategic interventions used in BSFT
may make it particularly well suited for treating families with entrenched parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction patterns.
The BSFT model: Empirical support
Empirical studies have repeatedly shown that BSFT improves family functioning
and is efficacious in treating substance abuse and problem behaviors in children and
adolescents. Research has also indicated that the specialized engagement techniques used
in BSFT effectively increase families’ rates of engagement and retention in treatment
(Coatsworth et al., 2001; Santisteban et al., 1996; Szapocznik et al., 1988).
BSFT efficacy for adolescent substance use and behavioral problems. An early
study by Szapocznik et al. (1989) investigated the efficacy of BSFT in treating behavioral
problems of Hispanic boys aged 6 – 12. In this study, 69 Hispanic boys with behavior
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problems were randomized to either structural family therapy (SFT), in which families
were seen conjointly; individual psychodynamic child psychotherapy; or a recreational
control condition. The SFT was based on the same theoretical principles that underlie
BSFT, and thus used similar techniques focused on functional reorganization of
maladaptive family structures. Findings showed that the two treatment conditions were
equivalent in reducing behavioral and emotional problems (as reported by both parents
and children) and in improving the psychodynamic ratings of child functioning.
However, the SFT was more effective than the psychodynamic child therapy in
protecting the integrity of the family at a one-year follow-up. In addition, boys
participating in SFT attended significantly more therapy sessions than did boys assigned
to the control condition.
Two subsequent studies conducted by Santisteban and colleagues (Santisteban et
al., 1997; 2003) have provided evidence indicating that BSFT is efficacious in treating
substance abuse in older adolescents. In a study using a basic one-group
pretest/posttest/follow-up design, Santisteban et al. (1997) showed that BSFT was
effective in significantly reducing the drug use and behavior problems of 122 adolescents
ranging from 12 to 14 years of age. Results showed significant post-treatment reductions
in adolescents’ self-reported drug use and in parent reports of adolescents’ behavior
problems. Furthermore, these reductions remained significantly significant at a ninemonth follow-up measurement. More recently, Santisteban et al. (2003) conducted a
clinical trial comparing the efficacy of BSFT and group therapy for adolescents with
severe drug abuse and behavior problems. They randomized 126 Hispanic adolescents
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aged 12 – 18 into either BSFT or a group therapy condition. The majority of adolescents
in the study were male, and 95% scored in the clinical range on the Conduct Disorder
and/or the Socialized Aggression scales of the Revised Behavior Problem Checklist
(Quay & Peterson, 1987). Results indicated that adolescents who received BSFT had
significantly greater reductions in Conduct Disorder, Socialized Aggression, and
marijuana use than did adolescents who received group therapy. In addition, there were
greater improvements in family functioning for adolescents in the BSFT condition than
for adolescents in the group therapy condition.
BSFT efficacy in engaging families into treatment. A key element of the BSFT
model is its focus on engaging hard-to-reach families into treatment. Studies have
repeatedly demonstrated that the specialized engagement techniques utilized in BSFT are
more effective in engaging and retaining families than are usual engagement strategies
employed in community treatment programs (Coatsworth et al., 2001; Santisteban et al.,
1996; Szapocznik et al., 1988). In a study testing the efficacy of the specialized
engagement strategies employed in BSFT, Coatsworth et al. (2001) randomly assigned
families of adolescents with behavioral problems to either BSFT or a community
“treatment-as-usual” condition (CC). Subjects included 104 families of AfricanAmerican (N = 25) or Hispanic (N = 79) descent with a 12 – 14 year-old adolescent. To
be included in the study, index adolescents had to score in the clinical range in
internalizing and externalizing problems as reported by parents on the Revised Behavior
Problem Checklist prior to treatment. Results showed that BSFT engaged and retained
more adolescents in treatment than did the CC. Furthermore, BSFT was more successful
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than the CC at retaining adolescents with more severe conduct disorder. Santisteban et
al. (1996) discovered similar results in a study in which they randomly assigned 193
Hispanic families to either BSFT with specialized engagement techniques, BSFT without
specialized engagement techniques, or a group therapy. Adolescents in this study were
aged 12 – 18 and were considered to be at risk of abusing drugs. Results indicated that a
greater percentage of families receiving BSFT with specialized engagement techniques
engaged in treatment than did families in either of the other control conditions. These
findings were consistent with those of an earlier study comparing the effectiveness of
BSFT with specialized engagement techniques to BSFT that used the usual engagement
techniques implemented in community treatment centers (Szapocznik et al., 1988).
Subjects in this study were 108 families of adolescents or young adults aged 12 – 21
years of age who were either abusing drugs or suspected of abusing drugs at the study’s
inception. Results revealed significant differences in the success of each condition in
engaging adolescents into treatment. Participants receiving specialized engagement
techniques had a 7.1% non-engagement rate, whereas the engagement as usual group had
a 57.7% non-engagement rate. In addition, participants randomized into the group
receiving BSFT with specialized engagement techniques were more likely to complete
therapy than were the participants in the engagement as usual control group. Whereas
only 25% of participants completed BSFT when given engagement as usual techniques,
77% of participants receiving BSFT with specialized engagement techniques completed
treatment.
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These results demonstrate that BSFT is highly effective in engaging families of
adolescents with substance use and behavioral problems into treatment. In addition,
research has repeatedly supported the efficacy of BSFT in treating adolescent substance
abuse and behavioral problems (e.g., Santisteban et al., 1997; 2003; Szapocznik et al.,
1989). The proposed mechanisms responsible for creating these positive outcomes are
outlined in the theory underlying BSFT. This theory proposes that adolescent substance
abuse is interwoven with family structural problems and that resolving these family
structural problems will lead to amelioration of the adolescent’s substance abuse and
behavioral problems.
The BSFT model: Theory and practice
In BSFT, the organization and structure of the family is considered to be crucial
to its functioning. It is presumed that family functioning is aided when the parental
figures are in a leadership role, setting appropriate rules and effectively managing the
behavior of the children. It is also assumed that families function well when there is clear
separation between different subsystems in the family (e.g., marital, parental, and sibling
subsystems) as this is thought to facilitate successful communication flow between
family members. (Szapocznik et al., 2003).
Theory of problem in BSFT. The theory underlying BSFT proposes that problems
in family structure lead to several types of problem behavior in the children, including
adolescent substance abuse. Family structural problems identified in the BSFT model
include lack of parental leadership; overly weak boundaries between family subsystems
caused by cross-generational coalitions, triangulation, or emotional enmeshment between
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parents and children; overly rigid boundaries caused by emotional disengagement
between parents and children; and “identified patienthood” which occurs when the family
claims that their entire problem is embodied in a single person, the “identified patient”
(Szapocznik et al., 2003). Families maintain their structural problems via repeating
maladaptive interaction sequences. These interaction sequences usually involve at least
three family members and can be quite complex. For example, a problematic triangle
involving a mother, father, and child may be supported by a six-step sequence: (1) a
mother attempts to manage her adolescent child’s behavior but does not succeed, (2) the
adolescent withdraws, (3) the mother asks the father for help managing the adolescent,
(4) the father attempts to take control of the adolescent, (5) the mother then reacts against
the father, telling him that he is not dealing with the situation properly, (6) the father
withdraws, (1) the mother attempts to manage the adolescent once again only to reach an
impasse, and the sequence is repeated (cf. Haley, 1976).
In BSFT, it is important to track interaction sequences between family members
insofar as they support family structural problems. Understanding these complex
interaction sequences gives the therapist a sense of how the behavior of each family
member contributes to the maladaptive functioning of the family system. However, BSFT
counselors generally do not concentrate on less complex dyadic interaction patterns, as
this could result in an incomplete analysis of the systemic functioning of the entire family
unit. For example, in the interaction pattern described above, if a therapist focused
narrowly on the demand-withdraw interaction between the mother and son, the therapist
could miss the important role the father plays in maintaining the problematic
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communication between the mother and son. Thus, the focus on BSFT is more on triadic
rather than dyadic patterns of communication. A BSFT counselor treating the example
family would evaluate how the interactions of the mother, adolescent, and father fit
together to form a maladaptive triangle, and whether this triangle contributed to structural
problems such as weakened parental leadership or sub-system boundaries. The counselor
would then use structural and strategic interventions for strengthening parental leadership
and the boundary between the child and parental subsystems. While the counselor may
not focus explicitly on the mother-adolescent DWI in this family, if he or she
successfully strengthened the family’s parental leadership and the boundary between the
parent and child subsystems this may serve to interdict the mother-adolescent DWI;
insofar as the DWI resolved with treatment of the broader system of interactions that
supported it. In this way, BSFT may be an effective intervention for families in which
there are entrenched parent-adolescent DWI patterns. In addition, some specific
techniques used in BSFT may be particularly helpful for families with entrenched parentadolescent DWI patterns.
Theory of change in BSFT. BSFT treats adolescent substance use by changing the
malfunctioning family structures that support it. Of the several interventions BSFT
counselors use in the active phase of treatment reframing negativity and restructuring
maladaptive boundaries and alliances are central. Signs of negativity include blaming
and derogatory statements, and “angry fighting.” Negativity prevents the family from
solving problems and communicating effectively (Szapocznik et al., 2003). In addition,
research has shown that family negativity is significantly associated with poor therapy
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outcomes and with the family’s likelihood of dropping out of therapy (Robbins et al.,
1998 not able to obtain citation online, see citation in BSFT manual). Thus, an important
first step in the intervention phase of BSFT is to reframe negativity. To do this, BSFT
counselors help family members adopt more positive perceptions about each other. This
makes it possible for BSFT counselors to transform negative interaction patterns into
more productive and affirmative ones (Robbins, Alexander, & Turner, 2000). The
emphasis on reframing in BSFT may be particularly useful in treating families that
exhibit high levels of parent-adolescent DWI. Given that parent-adolescent DWI is
significantly associated with both parents’ and adolescents’ reported relationship
dissatisfaction (Caughlin & Malis, 2004a), reframing may be a vital tool in helping
reduce the negative perceptions that parents and adolescents who engage in DWI have
toward their relationship. It may also help loosen this rigid interaction pattern giving the
counselor more flexibility for restructuring any problematic interaction sequences in the
family that embed parent-adolescent DWI patterns (cf. Szapocznik et al., 2003).
In addition to reframing, other techniques in the BSFT model such as taking a
non-confrontational stance, placing more demand for change on parents than on children,
and remaining decentralized from family arguments, may be well suited for families in
which there are entrenched parent-adolescent DWI patterns. In BSFT, it is important to
avoid direct confrontation with the family as this can erode the family’s rapport with the
counselor and can change the family’s perception of the counselor as being an integral
part of the therapeutic process to being an outsider. It is also important to place most of
the demand for change on the parents rather than the children in the family. Requiring
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more initiative from the parents than from the children helps place the parents in a
position of leadership. Remaining decentralized from family conflicts is another essential
technique in BSFT. If the counselor becomes triangulated into family arguments, or
allies more with one family member over another, he or she loses her freedom of
movement (e.g., ability to change alliances and choose whom to address) and thus, the
ability to successfully restructure the family (Szapocznik et al., 2003). Indeed, research
has shown that when therapists ally more with one family member over another this can
lead the family to drop out early from therapy (Robbins, Turner, Alexander, & Perez,
2003; Robbins, Liddle, Turner, et al., 2006; Robbins, Mayorga, Mitrani, et al., 2008).
Findings from a study on DWI in couple therapy provides reasons to believe that
avoiding confrontation, placing more demand for change on parents than on the identified
adolescent, and remaining decentralized from family arguments, may be important
techniques to use when working with families in which the identified adolescent and a
parent figure are entrenched in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. This
study investigated whether husband-wife DWI played a role in predicting outcomes of
couples receiving either a cognitive-behavioral couple therapy (CBT) or a family-systems
therapy (FST) for treatment of the husbands’ alcohol dependency (Shoham et al., 1998).
Specifically, it examined whether baseline levels of husband-wife DWI moderated the
association between the type of treatment couples received (FST vs. CBT) and their
retention in therapy. The CBT in this study focused primarily on the thoughts and
behavior of the alcoholic husband and required him to refrain from drinking, while the
FST focused on problem drinking as an aspect of marital and family relationships. The
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FST counselors endeavored to change couple interactions that maintained the drinking, as
well as the meanings that the couples ascribed to the drinking. Rather than requiring
abstinence, these counselors remained neutral about change until each couple explicitly
chose to change the drinking behavior. The FST also included strategic and structural
techniques to handle clients’ reluctance to change (cf. Rohrbaugh, Shoham, Spungen, &
Steinglass, 1995). Results indicated that couples who engaged in high baseline levels of
wife-demand/husband-withdraw (WD/HW) interaction were retained in FST significantly
longer than they were in CBT. However, retention rates in CBT versus FST did not
differ for couples that engage in low levels of WD/HW interaction at baseline. The
authors suggested that these outcomes occurred for couples high in WD/HW interaction
because the CBT counselors’ demands for abstinence replicated these couples’
problematic DWI patterns. Husbands in couples high in WD/HW interaction withdrew
from the high-demand therapy in the same way they withdrew from their highly
demanding wives, and subsequently, these couples dropped out of the CBT. These
findings suggest that families with entrenched parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction patterns may have low retention rates or poor outcomes in family therapy if
they have a counselor who is confrontational or who places a high amount of demand for
change on them. Such behavior would parallel the demanding stance of the parent and
may create therapist-demand/adolescent-withdraw patterns that parallel the families’
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
While BSFT emphasizes reframing rather than confronting, and placing demand
for change more centrally on the parents than the children, BSFT is a directive therapy.
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Therapists are considered the “orchestrators” of change, and thus take an active role in
shifting patterns of interaction and readjusting family boundaries and alliances.
Assigning tasks is one of the basic tools for orchestrating change in BSFT, and
counselors use tasks both inside and outside the counseling session. From the beginning
“joining” stage of therapy through the active intervention or “restructuring” stage, the
BSFT counselor uses tasks to introduce opportunities for the family to behave differently
(Szapocznik et al., 2003). An example task that a BSFT counselor might assign a family
in which the mother and son are allied against the father might involve having the father
and son do something together that would be enjoyable for both of them (cf. p. 41,
Szapocznik et al., 2003).
This aspect of BSFT may be problematic when working with families that have
entrenched DWI patterns. If the directiveness of BSFT is not well balanced by subtle
reframing and placing more demand on the parents than on the adolescent, adolescents
entrenched in PD/AW interaction may feel that the therapist’s directives are too
demanding and they may retreat from the therapist. This in turn may create an interaction
pattern between the therapist and the adolescent that parallels the maladaptive parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw cycles in the family. Thus, it may be important for the
therapist to be attuned to parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction cycles in the
family in order to avoid becoming inducted into communication patterns with the
adolescent that parallel the family’s existing parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction.
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The phenomenon in which a therapist engages in interactional processes with
family members that mirror existing interactional patterns in the family is an important
one in the family therapy literature. Several authors have designated this process as a
type of “isomorphism” and have discussed the ways in which it may affect therapy
process.
Isomorphism in family therapy
Isomorphism refers to patterns of interaction occurring at one level of the therapy
system that tend to mirror or replicate patterns at other levels (Schwartz, Liddle, &
Breunlin, 1988). The concept of isomorphism originates from a basic tenet of general
systems theory (Giacomo & Weissmark, 1986), and from the work of Bateson (1979),
who discussed the importance of “patterns that connect.” As conceptualized by
Levenson (1972) and Hofstadter (1980), isomorphism occurs when interpersonal
interactions with different content, but similar form, are mapped onto each other such that
there are corresponding parts and processes within each structure. When this happens,
these parallel structures can be described as isomorphic, and each is an isomorph of the
other.
Schwartz et al. (1988) suggested that if interactional patterns develop between
therapists and family members that are isomorphic to maladaptive patterns existing in the
family system this could negatively impact the therapeutic process. For example, when
working with a family entrenched in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, if
the therapist mirrored the parent’s demanding behavior by lecturing the adolescent about
his or her drug use, and the adolescent responded to these demands by withdrawing, this
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would likely have a negative effect on the family’s therapeutic progress. It could place
the therapist at risk of becoming triangulated into the parent-adolescent conflict, and
result in a loss of his or her freedom of movement within the family system. It may also
create an unequal therapeutic alliance with the parent over the adolescent in which the
adolescent feels the therapist is unequally allying with the parent (cf. Szapocznik et al.,
2003; Shoham et al., 1998).
Liddle & Saba (1983) argue that isomorphic sequences and patterns of interaction
often occur at different levels of the family, therapy, and supervision systems. Indeed,
they contend that it is inevitable that therapists will at times become involved in
interaction patterns with family members that parallel existing sequences in the family
system. Thus, these authors argue that it is imperative for clinicians and supervisors to
track the mirroring of patterns that occurs in the family and therapy systems. They argue
that knowledge of such replicating patterns can provide a framework for understanding
and for dealing with the unavoidable induction by which therapists become involved in
parallel processes.
Findings from a recent study may provide reason to believe that beginner family
therapists would be especially at risk of becoming involved in isomorphic sequences with
the families they treat. In a study investigating beginner family therapists’ ability to
conduct enactments, Butler, Davis, & Seedall (2008) demonstrated that after initiating
enactments of negative interaction sequences, beginning therapists then failed to interrupt
the majority (62%) of them. This may have left the therapists feeling caught in the midst
of powerful negative interaction cycles and thus vulnerable to becoming incorporated
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into maladaptive isomorphic sequences. Indeed, other authors have suggested that
isomorphic sequences can begin when therapists “catch” the family’s discouragement or
despair and react to these feelings by unwittingly replicating the family’s maladaptive
ways of interacting (cf. Liddle, 1988; Schwartz et al., 1988). For families entrenched in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, this may involve a therapist “catching”
the discouragement of the demanding parent, and acting upon this discouragement by
making demands of the adolescent.
Although isomorphic patterns have been abundantly discussed in the clinical
literature (cf., Bateson, 1979; Giacomo & Weissmark, 1986; Liddle & Saba, 1983; Liddle
& Saba, 1985; Liddle, Breunlin, & Schwartz, 1988), there has been little systematic
research done to investigate the process of isomorphism or the outcomes that may result
when such patterns manifest in therapy. Given the paucity of such research and the
possible detrimental effects of isomorphism documented in the clinical literature, the
current study investigates isomorphic patterns in BSFT for adolescent drug abuse,
focusing specifically on isomorphic DWI patterns in parent-adolescent and therapistadolescent dyads. It examines whether such isomorphic DWI predicts poor outcomes for
adolescents receiving BSFT for substance abuse problems.
Purpose and context of the current study
The current study is part of a project funded by the National Institute of Drug
Abuse (NIDA) to investigate mediators and moderators (M&Ms) of BSFT for adolescent
substance abuse. The M&M project is using a large randomized controlled trial of BSFT
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conducted in the Clinical Trials Network (CTN protocol 0014) as a platform for testing
its hypotheses.
Parent study: BSFT for adolescent substance abuse
The parent of the M&M project was a large study led by researchers at the
University of Miami to test the effectiveness of BSFT in treating adolescent substance
abuse. These researchers compared BSFT to a treatment as usual (TAU) control
condition in eight community treatment programs (CTPs) across the United States. A
primary purpose of this study was to investigate whether BSFT could be disseminated to
CTPs and implemented successfully in these real-world settings. To test this, therapists
were recruited from the staffs of each CTP and researchers and clinicians from the
University of Miami who developed the BSFT model trained them to implement BSFT.
Most of the therapists in the study were inexperienced in BSFT, and trainers worked with
them intensively to familiarize them to the BSFT model. Training involved 140 hours of
direct contact and supervision and therapists did not begin implementing BSFT for the
study until they received adequate competence ratings from master BSFT supervisors.
After completing training and proving their competence in the BSFT model therapists
were randomly assigned to deliver either BSFT or TAU. Participants in the study were
also randomized to treatment condition and adolescents’ substance use was rigorously
measured throughout the study. Each month research assistants conducted Timeline
Follow-Back interviews (TLFB; Sobell & Sobell, 1992) with adolescents that captured
their drug use on each day over the course of their participation in the study. Research
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assistants also conducted urine screen analyses each month as a secondary measure to
verify the adolescents’ TLFB responses.
Platform study: Mediators and moderators of BSFT for adolescent substance
abuse
In contrast to the parent study, the purpose of the M&M study was to test detailed
hypotheses regarding how and for whom BSFT works. The study used intensive
observational measurements of family and therapeutic interactions important for testing
M&M hypotheses. These measurements included (a) ratings of videotaped family
interaction at baseline and 4 months for both treatment groups, coded using Global
Structural Family Systems Ratings (GSFSR; Rohrbaugh, Hasler, Lebensohn-Chialvo, &
Shoham, 2007); and (b) ratings of therapist adherence and competence (treatment
fidelity) in an early therapy session (e.g., session 1 – 4) and a middle therapy session (i.e.,
session 4 – 7) for BSFT cases only.
The current study: Purpose and hypotheses
The current study contributes to the M&M project by investigating whether
isomorphic DWI patterns in BSFT moderate treatment outcomes. Specifically, it
examines whether families’ baseline levels of parent-adolescent DWI interact with
amount of therapist demand on the adolescent in BSFT to predict adolescent outcomes. It
is expected that when therapists make excessive demands of adolescents entrenched in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, or when they make more demands of
these adolescents than of their parents, this will lead to poor outcomes.
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Although several aspects of the BSFT model seem theoretically well suited for
treating families exhibiting high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction
(e.g., the emphasis on avoiding confrontation, placing demand for change on parents
rather than children, and remaining decentralized from family conflicts), these techniques
only work if delivered accurately. Unfortunately, even though the therapists in the parent
study were closely supervised and monitored for adherence to BSFT, preliminary
analyses have revealed that they did not deliver BSFT with a high degree of fidelity to the
treatment model (Shoham & Rohrbaugh, 2010). Results from these analyses indicated
that for the majority of cases, therapists failed to engage key family members, to
conceptualize complex interactional sequences involving at least three people, and to
conduct needed restructuring interventions. Findings also showed that overall, about a
third of the BSFT cases received what an expert rating panel considered “adequate”
BSFT, with the remainder of families receiving sub-standard BSFT.
These findings provide important information for the current study. Given the
difficulty therapists had in accurately implementing many BSFT techniques, they may
also have felt unable to interrupt and resolve parent-adolescent DWI patterns that
occurred during therapy. This may have left them feeling caught in the middle of these
intense negative interaction patterns and thus at increased risk of becoming involved in
isomorphic DWI patterns (cf. Butler et al., 2008; Liddle, 1988; Schwartz et al., 1988). In
light of this possibility and considering the detrimental effects that may be associated
with isomorphic DWI, the current study examined four specific hypotheses regarding the
association between isomorphic DWI and therapeutic outcomes in BSFT. The first two
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hypotheses concern predicted associations between isomorphic DWI and engagement
into BSFT and the second two hypotheses concern predicted associations between
isomorphic DWI and adolescent substance use outcomes.
Primary hypotheses
Hypothesis 1. Baseline parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction will
interact with therapist demand on the adolescent to predict families’ engagement
in BSFT.
It is expected that as therapist demand on the adolescent increases, the
probability of engaging in BSFT will decrease for families exhibiting high levels of
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. In contrast, it is predicted that therapist
demand on the adolescent will be an insignificant predictor of engagement in BSFT for
families exhibiting low levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. These
predictions are similar to those made by Shoham et al. (1998) in their study of DWI in
therapy for alcohol-involved couples. Shoham et al. (1998) hypothesized and found that
couples who engaged in high baseline levels of wife-demand/husband-withdraw
(WD/HW) interaction were retained longer in a family systems therapy that demanded
less change of the alcoholic husbands than a cognitive-behavioral couple therapy that
demanded that husbands abstain from drinking. In this study it appeared that the
alcoholic husbands reacted to the demanding therapy by dropping out prior to
completion. Similar results are expected in this study. Families with entrenched parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction are expected to withdraw early from BSFT
when they have therapists who are highly demanding of the adolescent.
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In addition to investigating whether therapist demand on the adolescent interacts
with baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw patterns to predict the probability of
engagement in BSFT, the current study also examines whether differential therapist
demand on parents versus adolescents predicts engagement for families with high levels
of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. Given that BSFT emphasizes placing
most of the demand for family change on the parents rather than on the adolescents or
children in the family and the potential benefits that this may have for families with
entrenched parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction patterns, differential therapist
demand on the parent versus adolescent may be an important predictor of engagement in
BSFT for families with high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
Hypothesis 2. Baseline parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction will
interact with differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the most
demanding parent to predict families’ engagement in BSFT.
It is expected that as the therapist places more demand on the adolescent versus
the parent, the probability of engaging in BSFT will decrease for families exhibiting high
levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. For families exhibiting low
levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction it is also predicted that as the
therapist places more demand on the adolescent versus the parent, the probability of
engaging in BSFT will decrease. However, it is expected that the decrease will be less
steep for these families.
The third and fourth hypotheses are similar to hypotheses 1 and 2, except that
they focus on whether interactions between baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
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and therapist demand predict adolescent drug use outcomes. To test hypotheses 3 and 4,
the current study uses adolescent drug use outcome data gathered in the parent study.
Since adolescent drug use was continuously measured throughout the year that each
adolescent participated in the parent study, the current study evaluates whether parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interacts with therapist demand on the adolescent to predict
change in adolescent drug use over time (hypothesis 3) and whether parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interacts with differential therapist demand on the parent
versus the adolescent to predict change in adolescent drug use over time (hypothesis 4).
Hypothesis 3. Baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction will
interact with therapist demand on the adolescent to prospectively predict
adolescent substance use over time.
It is expected that there will be a three-way interaction between parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent, and time
(e.g., measurement period) such that adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction who have highly demanding therapists will have worse drug use
outcomes over time. In contrast, adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction who have less demanding therapists will have improved drug use outcomes
over time. Adolescents low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction are
expected to have lower drug use overall than adolescents with high levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, and their drug use outcomes are not expected to
change significantly as a function of therapist demand.
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Hypothesis 4. Baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction will
interact with differential therapist demand on most demanding parent versus the
adolescent to prospectively predict adolescent substance use over time.
It is expected that there will be a three-way interaction between parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, differential therapist demand on the parent
versus the adolescent, and time (e.g., measurement period) such that adolescents high in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who have therapists that make more
demands of them than of their parent will have worse drug use outcomes over time. In
contrast, adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who have
therapists that place more demand on their parent will have improved drug use outcomes
over time. Adolescents low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction are
expected to have overall lower drug use than adolescents with high levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. It is also predicted that if they have therapists
who place less demand on them than on their parent their drug use will improve, whereas
it will worsen if their therapist places more demand on them than on their parent.
Differential therapist demand on the parent versus the adolescent is expected to have a
less strong association with drug use outcomes for adolescents low in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction than for adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
In addition to the primary four hypotheses, additional secondary hypotheses were
examined. The primary predictions made in this study concerned whether the interaction
between baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw patterns and quantity of therapist
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demand of the adolescent would predict therapy outcomes. The ratings developed for
measuring therapist demand in BSFT sessions were descriptive and inclusive of all types
of therapist demand. It was expected that the more demanding therapists were of
adolescents, the more negatively adolescents entrenched in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw patterns would respond, regardless of the quality of the therapist’s demand.
As was mentioned earlier, BSFT is a directive therapy in which therapists take an
active role in shifting patterns of interaction and readjusting family boundaries and
alliances. Thus, BSFT therapists often direct family members to change their behavior in
ways that would aid the adaptive restructuring of the family. There are ways in which
such directiveness may be beneficial for families with entrenched parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction patterns. For example, if therapists place more
demands on parents than adolescents, restructure in a smooth and subtle fashion, and
resolve structural problems that may be associated with parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction (e.g., weak parental leadership or subsystem boundaries) this may
benefit the family (cf. Haley, 1976; Szapocznik et al., 2003). However, if therapists
place too much demand for change on adolescents, this may lead to negative therapeutic
outcomes. Thus, the accurate delivery of BSFT restructuring interventions may play an
important role in determining how adolescents entrenched in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw respond to treatment.
Secondary hypotheses
To further examine this idea, two secondary analyses were run to determine
whether baseline levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, the quantity
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of therapist demand placed on the adolescent, and the quality of BSFT restructuring
interventions predicted adolescent substance use outcomes.
Hypothesis 5. Baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction will
interact with therapist demand on the adolescent and quality of BSFT
restructuring interventions to predict mean levels of adolescent substance use
throughout the study.
It is expected that when adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction receive high quality restructuring interventions from therapists who are not
highly demanding of them, they will have low levels of substance use. However, as
therapist demand increases, it is expected that these adolescents’ drug use will increase
significantly. It is also expected that as therapist demand increases, the substance use of
adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who receive low quality
restructuring interventions will increase significantly. In comparison, it is expected that
therapist demand will not significantly interact with quality of restructuring for
adolescents low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
Hypothesis 6. Baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction will
interact with differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the most
demanding parent and quality of BSFT restructuring interventions to predict
mean levels of adolescent substance use throughout the study.
It is expected that when adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction receive high quality restructuring interventions from therapists who place
more demand on their parents than on them, they will have low levels of substance use.
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However, as therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent increases, it is
expected that these adolescents’ drug use will increase significantly. It is also expected
that as therapist demand increases, the substance use of adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw who receive low quality restructuring interventions will
increase significantly. It is expected that as therapists make more demands of adolescents
than of parents, adolescents low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who receive high
quality restructuring interventions will have slight improvements in drug use. However,
as therapists make more demands of adolescents than of parents, adolescents low in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who receive low quality restructuring interventions
will have slight increases in their drug use.
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METHOD
Overview
As noted above, the current study is part of a large research project funded by the
National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) to investigate mediators and moderators
(M&Ms) of BSFT for adolescent substance abuse. The parent of the M&M project is a
large randomized controlled trial that was conducted in the Clinical Trials Network (CTN
protocol 0014) to compare the effectiveness of BSFT and TAU in treating adolescent
substance abuse. A main purpose of the parent study was to evaluate whether BSFT
could be successfully disseminated in community settings. In contrast, the main purpose
of the M&M project is to test detailed and specific hypotheses regarding how and for
whom BSFT works. Collection of rigorous, high quality observational ratings of family
and therapeutic interactions was an essential aspect of the M&M study.
As part of the M&M project, the current study examined three research questions
(two primary and one secondary) to investigate whether DWI moderated outcomes in
BSFT for adolescent substance abuse. Addressing these questions involved using two
separate samples of participants. The first question asked whether baseline parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw patterns would interact with therapist demand on the
adolescent (or differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus parent) to predict
engagement in treatment (hypotheses 1 and 2). Data used to answer this question came
from a sample of 42 families, 21 who did not engage in BSFT (e.g., completed two or
fewer BSFT sessions) and 21 who engaged in BSFT (e.g., completed four or more BSFT
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sessions). The non-engaged and engaged families in this sample were matched on
adolescent sex, ethnicity, and number of parent figures in the household. The second
research question asked whether baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw patterns
would interact with therapist demand on the adolescent (or differential therapist demand
on the adolescent versus parent) to prospectively predict adolescent substance use
outcomes over time (hypotheses 3 and 4). The sample used to investigate the second
research question included 91 families that completed at least four sessions of BSFT.
The third research question in this study asked whether parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent (or differential therapist
demand on the adolescent versus the parent), and quality of BSFT would interact to
predict mean levels of adolescent drug use throughout the study. The sample used to
investigate this research question was the same as the sample used to test hypotheses 3
and 4.
Engagement in BSFT was treated as a dependent variable in analyses of
hypothesis 1 and 2, and it was measured dichotomously. Families who completed two or
fewer BSFT sessions were considered not to be engaged in BSFT and were coded “0”,
families who completed four or more BSFT sessions were considered to be engaged in
BSFT and were coded “1”. The adolescent drug use dependent variable used in analyses
of hypotheses 3 – 6 was a longitudinal composite measure comprised of urine screen
analysis data and adolescents’ self-reported drug use in TLFB interviews conducted in
the parent study. These data were combined across each 4-month interval in the year that
adolescents participated in the study. Thus, the composite substance use variable
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included three total measurements: the adolescent’s composite substance use at 4 months
into the study (e.g., 4 months after the baseline measurement), their substance use at 8
months into the study, and their use at 12 months into the study.
All predictor variables in this study were measured using observational ratings of
videotaped family interactions and BSFT sessions. All families in the M&M project
completed structured family interaction tasks (FIATs) prior to beginning treatment. A
team of five research assistants in the M&M project coded these FIATs using the GSFSR
system (Rohrbaugh et al., 2007). This rating system included scales for rating parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction occurring during the FIAT. The current study
used these scales to measure baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
To measure therapist demand behavior, the principal investigator of the current study
developed an instrument for rating this construct in videotaped BSFT sessions. A team
of research assistants independent from those who completed the FIAT ratings used this
instrument to code an early BSFT session (e.g., session 1 – 4) and a BSFT session
occurring mid-way through the course of therapy (e.g., session 4 – 7). The measure of
therapist demand on the adolescent was comprised of the average amount of therapist
demand on the adolescent across the early and middle BSFT sessions. The measure of
differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent was comprised of the
average amount across sessions of therapist demand on the adolescent minus the average
amount across sessions of therapist demand on the most demanding parent. To measure
quality of restructuring in BSFT, the current study used ratings completed by a panel that
coded for this construct as part of therapist fidelity ratings completed for the M&M
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project. Their ratings of an early and a middle BSFT session comprised the quality of
restructuring measure. Raters on the therapy fidelity panel were independent from the
team of therapist demand raters.
Participants
A description of participants in the parent study and in both the engagement
sample and the outcome sample of the current study is provided below.
Parent study participants
The parent study included 480 adolescents recruited from eight community
treatment programs across the United States; two in Florida and one each in Arizona,
California, Colorado, North Carolina, Ohio, and Puerto Rico. To be included in the
study, adolescents were required to be between 12 and 17 years old and to either have
reported using illicit drugs other than alcohol or tobacco in the 30-day period preceding
their baseline assessment or to have been referred from an institution (e.g., detention,
residential treatment) for the treatment of substance abuse. Hence, many participants
were not actively using drugs in the 30-day period prior to randomization. Adolescents
were also required to reside in the same home as a parent figure. Adolescents were
excluded from consideration if they reported suicidal or homicidal ideation or if they had
current or pending severe criminal charges.
The parent study received approval from institutional review boards of all
participating community treatment programs and universities. Informed consent was
obtained from parents or legal guardians and informed assent was obtained from
adolescents and children below 18 years of age prior to participation.
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Therapist Demographics. A total of 49 therapists participated in the parent study
all of whom were selected from the existing staffs of participating CTPs. This sample
included 37 female and 12 male therapists of diverse racial backgrounds (27 were nonHispanic White, 9 were non-Hispanic Black, 11 were Hispanic, and 1 was an
Asian/Pacific Islander). To be included in the study, therapists were required to consent
to being randomized to treatment condition. After the completion of randomization,
screening, and training procedures, 20 therapists were included in the BSFT condition
and 29 were in the TAU condition. Therapists reported having an average of 8.29 (SD =
7.42) years of experience in implementing psychosocial treatments. Therapists had a
wide range of educational experience; 34 had a master’s degree, 8 had a bachelor’s
degree, 5 had a doctoral degree, 1 was a certified addiction counselor, and 1 was a high
school graduate. There were no observed differences in demographic variables of
therapists assigned to BSFT versus TAU.
Current study participants
Engagement sample. To test hypotheses 1 and 2 the current study used a sample
of 42 families that participated in the parent study. Half of the sample was comprised of
families who did not engage in BSFT (e.g., attended 2 or fewer therapy sessions) and the
other half was comprised of families who engaged in BSFT (e.g., attended 4 or more
BSFT sessions). To form this sample, the principal investigator included all families
from the parent study that had completed two or fewer sessions of BSFT and had
adequate data for testing Hypotheses 1 and 2 (e.g., videotapes of a baseline FIAT and a
first or second BSFT session that were of high enough visual and audio quality to be
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rated). There were 21 families who fit these criteria. The principal investigator then
added 21 families who engaged in BSFT to the sample based on whether they matched
the non-engaged families on adolescent sex, adolescent ethnicity, and number of parent
figures in the family that participated in the baseline FIAT. The engaged adolescents in
the sample included 11 Hispanic, 5 African-American, and 5 White adolescents, 17 of
whom were male. The non-engaged adolescents included 9 Hispanic, 7 AfricanAmerican, and 5 White adolescents, 18 of whom were male. There were 19 engaged
families with one parent missing from the baseline FIAT and 11 non-engaged families
with one parent missing from the baseline FIAT.
Table 1 summarizes the demographic characteristics of the engagement and
outcome samples. Overall, the engagement sample included 35 (83.3%) male, 20
(47.6%) Hispanic, 12 (28.6%) African-American, and 10 (23.8%) White adolescents.
Adolescents’ average age was 15.9 years (SD = 1.28). The majority (85.7%) of families
reported that they were blended (e.g., one or both members of the parental dyad was
remarried and/or had children from a previous relationship). Families reported that the
identified adolescent had regular, almost daily contact with an average of 3.24 family
members (SD = 1.55). Median family income was between $20,000 - $24,999.
Outcome sample. To test hypotheses 3 - 6, the study used a sample of 91 families
from the parent study. This sample included adolescents that (1) completed a baseline
FIAT that had high enough video and audio quality to be rated, (2) participated in at least
four sessions of BSFT, and (3) completed TLFB interviews and/or urine drug screens
through the eight-month assessment in the parent study. Adolescents in this sample had a
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mean age of 16 years (SD = 1.26), 73 (80.2%) were male, 45 (49.5%) were Hispanic, 14
(15.4%) were African-American, and 30 (33%) were White. Ethnicity data were missing
for two adolescents. The majority of families (90.1%) reported that they were blended
and that the identified adolescent had regular, almost daily contact with an average of
3.18 family members (SD = 1.01). Median family income was between $20,000 $24,999.
Baseline FIAT samples
In the engagement sample, the number of family members who participated in the
baseline FIAT ranged from 2 – 8 (mean = 3.95, SD = 1.74). The majority of FIATs took
place in the family’s home (66.7%) and a minority were conducted at a sponsoring
agency, such as a clinic or school (26.2%). Families took an average of 11.12 minutes
(SD = 6.69) to complete the entire FIAT.
In the outcome sample, the number of family members who participated in the
baseline FIAT also ranged from 2 – 8 (mean = 3.69, SD = 1.41). The majority of FIATs
were conducted in the family’s home (63.7%), and the rest took place at a sponsoring
agency (30.8%). It took families an average of 11.30 minutes (SD = 6.45) to complete
the entire FIAT.
Procedures
Parent study data collection. After consenting to participate, adolescents were
randomized into either BSFT or TAU and were followed for 12 months after
randomization. BSFT and TAU treatments as well as all study assessments were
administered in outpatient community settings, such as clinics, homes, and schools.
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Families of adolescents randomized into BSFT completed 12 to 16 therapy sessions, with
each session lasting 1 to 1.5 hours. BSFT was conducted over a span of three to four
months, with up to eight booster sessions given if necessary. The duration of therapy
depended upon the severity of family problems and on adolescents making necessary
reductions in their substance use. It was expected that most BSFT sessions would
include multiple family members. Assessment and treatment took place in settings
convenient for each family. For example, services could be delivered in clinics, homes,
or schools.
The study included at least four counselors from each participating CTP.
Therapists were required to (a) consent to provide therapy services as part of a research
study; (b) be willing to be randomized to BSFT or TAU (c) participate in BSFT training
and provide BSFT; (d) videotape their sessions and have sessions reviewed, coded, and
analyzed for the purpose of adherence ratings, supervision, and future studies on therapy
process; and (e) be prepared to conduct home-based therapy services. Therapists were
also required to provide a videotape of a BSFT session for review by a BSFT master
supervisor and a BSFT principal investigator prior to conducting family therapy for the
study. The procedure for selecting therapists included evaluating their openness to
learning a new intervention; their ability to express understanding, acceptance, and
respect to all family members; and their directness and communication skills. However,
because there were few therapists employed at many of the CTPs, only two out of 75
therapists that consented to participate were excluded from the study. Both of these
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therapists were excluded due to their expressed reservations about learning a new
intervention.
Therapists who met all criteria were randomly assigned to BSFT or TAU.
Randomization was conducted within CTP, and was stratified on academic degree and
years of clinical experience. At two sites, fluency in Spanish also played a role in
assignment to BSFT versus TAU. Therapists at these sites were randomized such that
each treatment condition included an equal number of Spanish-speaking therapists.
Training for BSFT occurred over a five-month period and required approximately
140 hours of direct contact and supervision from staff at University of Miami’s Center for
Family Studies, where the approach originated. To control quality of BSFT, therapists
were required to attend weekly, three-hour long supervision conferences with expert
clinical supervisors at the University of Miami. In addition, BSFT counselors were
required to record all their therapy sessions and to send copies of these videotapes to the
University of Miami for adherence rating and clinical supervision. Each week, research
assistants at the University of Miami randomly selected sessions from each therapist to
rate for adherence.
The baseline assessment in the parent study took place before families initiated
treatment. This assessment typically took about three hours and required the adolescents
and parent figures to complete several measures of their family functioning,
psychological functioning, the adolescents’ behavior, and the adolescents’ substance use.
These assessments included paper and pencil measurements, interviews, and biological
measurements (i.e., urine drug screens completed by the adolescents). In addition to the
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baseline assessments, adolescents completed Timeline Follow Back Interviews and urine
analyses once each month to measure their drug use.
Platform study FIATs. Prior to beginning treatment all families in the parent
study completed a videotaped FIAT. Ratings of the FIATs provided the central measure
of family functioning in the M&M project. Research assistants encouraged the
participation of everyone in the household over the age of six as well as any adult outside
the household (e.g., biological parent, boyfriend or girlfriend of a custodial parent, aunt,
uncle, grandparent) who helped to parent the adolescent and who could feasibly
participate. The procedure of the FIAT involved explaining the purpose of the task to
each family, obtaining informed consent (from adult family members) and assent (from
children and adolescents), setting up the audio-video equipment to record the family
interaction, and instructing the family on how to perform the FIAT. Instructions were
delivered via audiotape to ensure that each family received the same information. The
FIAT was composed of three tasks originally used by Minuchin, Rosman, & Baker
(1978) and subsequently by the BSFT development and research group at the University
of Miami (Hervis et al., 1991). The tasks include: (1) planning a dinner menu; (2)
discussing likes and dislikes of each family member; and (3) discussing a recent
argument between family members. After all families completed the FIATs trained
research assistants rated them using the GSFSR, a coding system that has proven to be a
reliable and valid measure of family functioning (Rohrbaugh et al., 2007).
Coding of baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. Parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction is one of several family interaction patterns
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assessed in the GSFSR coding system. Thus, research assistants rated parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction for all participating families as part of the FIAT
ratings completed in the M&M project. The current study uses these ratings for its
measurement of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
The M&M project employed 10 undergraduate and graduate students at the
University of Arizona to use the GSFSR to rate videotaped baseline FIATs. Prior to
rating FIATs for the study all raters (one fluent in both English and Spanish) completed
at least two weeks of training and met a criterion of adequate reliability with trainers’
gold standard ratings of 12 practice FIATs. At least two coders independently rated all
FIATs except those in Spanish. Inter-rater reliability was continually monitored while
ratings were taking place and whenever ratings of a particular construct diverged by two
or more points the relevant coders met to resolve the discrepancy. The raters also
attended weekly supervisory meetings to ensure that they were consistent in their
application of the GSFSR constructs. Inter-rater reliability was satisfactory throughout
the trial, with intra-class rs consistently > .60.
Coding of therapist demand. To obtain observational measures of therapist
demand on adolescents and parents, the principal investigator created an original coding
instrument for rating these behaviors in BSFT sessions. A team of research assistants,
independent from those who rated the FIATs, were trained to use this instrument to code
therapist demand in BSFT sessions.
Raters included four undergraduate students at the University of Arizona, one
who was fluent in both English and Spanish. Prior to rating BSFT sessions, these raters
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completed two weeks of training and met a criterion of adequate reliability with the
principal investigator’s gold standard ratings of 10 practice BSFT sessions. Inter-rater
reliability checks continued throughout the rating project and used criteria similar to that
used in the FIAT rating project for resolving discrepant ratings (e.g., coders met to
resolve ratings that diverged by two or more points). Raters also attended weekly group
meetings with the principal investigator to ensure that all of their ratings were consistent
and valid. At least three coders (two research assistants and the principal investigator)
independently rated the English-only BSFT sessions included in the current study. One
bilingual research assistant rated the Spanish BSFT sessions in close consultation with
the principal investigator. Inter-rater reliability was satisfactory throughout the trial, with
intra-class rs consistently > .60.
Rather than rating BSFT sessions in their entirety, raters coded three five-minute
segments of each session; the first five minutes, another five minutes that occurred 40%
of the way into the session, and another five minutes that occurred 80% of the way into
the session. These three segments were then averaged to obtain session-level ratings.
For the engagement sample, research assistants rated each family’s first or second BSFT
session (whichever was available or had high enough visual and audio quality to be
rated). For the outcome study, research assistants coded two BSFT sessions for each
family, one early in the course of therapy (SE, session 1 – 4) and one mid-way through
therapy (SM, session 4 – 7). In total, research assistants rated 203 BSFT sessions for 112
families.
Coding of quality of BSFT restructuring. As part of their assessment of BSFT
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fidelity, a panel led by the principal investigators of the M&M project, Shoham and
Rohrbaugh at the University of Arizona, rated therapists’ quality of restructuring, joining,
tracking, and reframing skills in an early BSFT session and in a session occurring midway through therapy (the same sessions that were rated for therapist demand). The
current study uses the panel’s restructuring ratings in analyses of the secondary
hypotheses. The therapy fidelity raters were independent from the group of raters who
assessed therapist demand in BSFT.
Constructs and measures
Parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction
The measure of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction used in the
current study was comprised of baseline FIAT ratings conducted in the M&M project.
Raters coded parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction as one of several family
interaction patterns that were assessed in the GSFSR coding system used to rate FIATs in
the M&M project. The GSFSR instructed raters to code for parent-demand/adolescent
withdraw interaction when they observed parent/s pressuring the identified adolescent to
change while the identified adolescent withdrew from the parent/s. Parental demanding
behaviors included requests, demanding, nagging, blaming, criticizing, trying to discuss
the problem, or any other pressure on the identified adolescent to change. Withdrawal
behaviors of the identified adolescent included becoming silent or disengaged, refusing to
discuss the issue, or diverting attention away from the issue. Appendix C includes the
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction rating scale and instructions for using
this scale.
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To measure parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction (for testing
hypotheses 1 and 3) the current study used the scores of the parent/adolescent dyad in
each family that displayed the highest amount of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction during the FIAT. To calculate this score it was first determined which
parent/adolescent dyad (e.g., mother/identified adolescent vs. father/identified
adolescent) displayed the most parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction in each
task of the FIAT (e.g., menu planning, discussion of likes/dislikes, discussion of recent
family argument). Thus, if there was higher parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction between the mother and adolescent than between the father and the adolescent
in task 1 (menu planning), the mother-demand/adolescent-withdraw score was marked as
the “maximum amount of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction” in task 1.
This process was repeated for tasks 2 and 3 of the FIAT, such that there were three tasklevel maximum parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw scores. These three task-level
scores were then compared to determine which was the highest. The highest of the tasklevel scores was used as the final measure of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction.
Quality of restructuring
Therapy fidelity raters in the M&M project assessed quality of restructuring on a
single 5-point scale, with low scores signifying “poor” restructuring and high scores
signifying “excellent” restructuring. This scale is shown in Appendix D. It captured
several dimensions of restructuring including whether the therapist focused on present
interactions; focused on process rather than content; actively directed and elicited new
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behaviors; intensified or highlighted interactions using affect manipulation, repetition,
volume, pacing, and word choice; offered positive feedback to punctuate successful
transactions; strengthened, realigned, or created boundaries between family members;
reconnected distant family members by weakening rigid boundaries; and assigned
structurally-relevant homework tasks. Raters coded for restructuring in two BSFT
sessions, one early in the course of therapy, and one mid-way through therapy. The
current study uses a composite score that combines the restructuring ratings in both of
these sessions.
Therapist demand on adolescents and parents
Therapist demand on the adolescent was measured observationally by rating
videotaped BSFT sessions with the coding instrument shown in Appendix A. This
instrument included 9-point Likert scales (1 – 5 scales that permitted half-point ratings)
to rate three dimensions of therapist demand: 1) demand to do something differently
inside the therapy session, 2) demand to do something differently outside the session, and
3) therapist demand to view something in a different way. The instrument also included
9-point Likert scales to measure the extent to which therapist demand was forceful,
direct, critical, and non-verbal. Each of these scales were used to code therapist demand
on the adolescent, on each parent figure, and on the family as a whole. The coding
instrument also included items to rate how parents and adolescents responded to the
therapists’ demands (see items A3, A4, B3, B4, C3, and C4 in Appendix A).
For the purposes of the current study, the central measure of therapist demand on
the adolescent was an aggregate score that included the ratings of therapist demand on the
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adolescent to do something differently inside the session and the ratings of therapist
demand on the adolescent to view something differently. The decision to use these
ratings to create the final measure of therapist demand on the adolescent was two-fold.
First, the primary hypotheses were that the amount of therapist demand aimed at the
adolescent or the differential amount of therapist demand on the adolescent versus the
parent would interact with the amount of baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction to predict therapy outcomes. There were no specific predictions made in the
primary hypotheses regarding whether the quality of therapist demand would interact
with parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction to influence adolescents’ outcomes.
Thus, items A1a, A1b, and A1c of the coding instrument (e.g., items measuring the extent
of therapist demand on adolescents) were considered for the final measure of therapist
demand of the adolescent in analyses of the primary hypotheses, whereas ratings of the
quality of therapist demand (e.g., items A2a, A2b, A2c, and A2d) were not included in
this measure. Later, analyses revealed that item A1b, therapist demand on the adolescent
to do something differently outside the session, had low inter-rater reliability (see Table
4). Thus, this item was not included in the final measure of therapist demand on the
adolescent. Results from inter-rater reliability and correlational analyses that were
examined to develop the measure of therapist demand on the adolescent and differential
therapist demand on the adolescent versus parent are detailed in the results section.
The measure of differential therapist demand on the most demanding parent
versus the adolescent was a difference score created by subtracting the total amount of
therapist demand on the most demanding parent to do something differently inside the
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session from the total amount of therapist demand on adolescent to do something
differently inside the session. To determine which parent in each family was the most
demanding, the total amount of mother-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction was
compared to the total amount of father-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that took
place during the baseline FIAT. If there was more mother-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction across tasks in the baseline FIAT, the mother was coded as the most
demanding parent and vice-versa for the father. Several families did not include a father
figure, and for those families, the mother was coded as the most demanding parent.
Further information regarding the development of the therapist demand measures is
included under preliminary analyses in the results section.
Notably, the final measures of therapist demand are comprised of any and all
therapist demand to do something differently inside the session and/or to view something
differently, whether or not these demands were “BSFT appropriate.” Thus, a therapist’s
restructuring directives could be coded as “therapist demand to do something differently
in session” or a therapist’s reframing could be coded as “therapist demand to view
something differently” (see also Appendix B for the therapist demand rating manual.)
Since it was predicted in the primary study hypotheses that adolescents entrenched in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction would be particularly sensitive to any
type of demand, the ratings of therapist demand used in the current study aimed to
include any therapist behavior that might be interpreted as demanding.
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Adolescent substance use outcome
The adolescent substance use outcome variable was an aggregate measure that
included the percentage of days that adolescents reported using drugs from baseline (T0) T12, the percentage of positive urine drug screen results collected once each month from
T0 - T12, and a measure of the type of substances the adolescent used.
The percentage of days that adolescents reported using any illicit drug from the
baseline to the post-treatment assessment was measured using Timeline Follow-Back
(TLFB) interviews (cf. Carey, 1997; Mason, Cauce, Gonzales, & Hiraga, 1994; Sobell &
Sobell, 1992). Trained research assistants in the parent study conducted these interviews
at T0 and once each month. At the baseline measurement, the adolescents were asked to
report their drug use in the preceding 90-day period. At T1, they were asked about their
daily use for all days between randomization and the T1 assessment; and at each
subsequent monthly measurement (T2 – T12) they were asked to report their daily use
from the previous assessment to the current assessment. Thus, in addition to the T0
assessment, the TLFB was used to measure drug use occurring on each of the 365
continuous days after randomization. The TLFB uses a calendar and customized memory
prompts in order to help participants recall their drug use retrospectively. The version of
the TLFB used in the parent study was adapted for use with adolescents (cf. Bry, Conboy,
& Bisgay, 1986; Bry & Krinsley, 1992) and gathered information about the types of
drugs adolescents used and their amount of use (e.g., number of drinks, hits, rocks). The
TLFB has shown consistently high test-retest correlations over periods of up to one year
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(Carey, 1997; Mason et al., 1994), and has been found to correlate with other self-reports
as well as with collateral reports of drug use (Sobell & Sobell, 1992).
In addition to the TLFB, the parent study also included urine analysis data in the
final composite measure of adolescent substance use. Trained research assistants
conducted these analyses once per month at each assessment point from T0 – T12 using
the TestCup system. This system detects use of marijuana, opioids, cocaine,
amphetamines, methamphetamines, and benzodiazepines. It typically detects cocaine and
opioid use for up to three days, and marijuana for considerably longer.
The composite adolescent substance use dependent variable was created by
combining the TLFB interview data and the urine analysis data. These data were
aggregated by four-month intervals, yielding three outcome assessments in addition to
baseline. To aggregate the TLFB data, a code of “1” was given when the adolescent
reported using any type of drug on a given day and “0” was given when adolescents
reported no drug use on a given day. These dichotomous codes were then added across
each 4-month block in the study and from these totals the percentage of days in which the
adolescent used substances in that 4-month period was determined. This percentage was
then arc-sine transformed. A similar aggregation process was used for the dichotomous
monthly urine analysis data (0 = negative for substance use, 1 = positive for substance
use). These data were added across four-month blocks, and from these totals a
percentage of time that the adolescent tested positive for drug use was determined. The
final component of the aggregate substance use variable was the type of substance the
target adolescent used (as shown by the TLFB data). These data were coded according to
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the level of harmfulness of each type of drug such that 0 = no use, 1 = alcohol or tobacco
use, 2 = marijuana use, and 3 = "harder" drug use (e.g., cocaine, methamphetamine).
These data were then added across 4-month blocks. The final step in creating the
aggregate substance use variable involved adding together and z-scoring the three
component variables at each assessment point. The baseline mean and standard deviation
of the aggregate substance use variable provided the reference point for calculating the zscores at subsequent assessments.
Engagement in BSFT
Engagement in BSFT was treated as a dependent variable in the analysis of
Hypotheses 1 and 2. It was measured dichotomously, with “0” signifying nonengagement in BSFT (e.g., families attending 2 or fewer therapy sessions) and “1”
signifying engagement in BSFT (e.g., families attending 4 or more BSFT sessions).
Control variables
Adolescent sex, adolescent ethnicity, baseline level of adolescent substance use,
and the site at which families received treatment were all included as covariates in the
analyses of hypothesis 3 - 6. Adolescent sex and ethnicity were not controlled in the
analyses of hypotheses 1 and 2 because the engaged and non-engaged families included
in this analyses were matched on these variables. In addition, site of therapy was not
controlled in the analyses of hypotheses 1 and 2 because preliminary analyses revealed
that there were too few degrees of freedom in the small engagement sample for including
the eight-level polychotomous site variable as a covariate.
Control variables were measured using data obtained from the parent study. The
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adolescent ethnicity variable was dichotomous, indicating whether the adolescent was
Hispanic or non-Hispanic. Since BSFT was originally developed on Hispanic populations
of adolescents and families, dichotomizing the variable in this way helped account for
any possible ethnicity-specific treatment effects. Site of therapy was measured as an
eight-level categorical variable, representing each of the CTPs at which BSFT was
conducted in the parent study. Site of therapy was included as a control variable
considering results from a preliminary analysis revealing site-specific effects in
adolescent substance use. A linear mixed effects model including site of therapy as a
fixed effect, time and intercept as random effects, and the composite measure of
adolescent substance use as a dependent variable showed that the mean amount of
adolescent substance use at four sites differed significantly from the mean amount of
adolescent substance use at the reference treatment site, F(7, 193) = 4.64, p <.0001.
Baseline level of adolescent substance use was measured with the same methods used to
create the composite adolescent substance use variable (e.g., it combined TLFB interview
and urine analysis data collected at the baseline measurement in the parent study). It was
included as a control variable given results from a preliminary analysis showing that it
significantly predicted mean levels of adolescents’ substance use during the study. A
linear mixed effects model including baseline adolescent substance use as a fixed effect,
time and intercept as random effects, and mean adolescent substance use from baseline to
T12 as a dependent variable showed that adolescents’ substance use at baseline
significantly predicted their mean amount of substance use during the study, F(1, 217) =
123.02, p <.0001. However, it did not predict changes in adolescents’ substance use over
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time, F(1, 133) = 1.46, p = .23.
Statistical analysis
Prior to testing the study hypotheses, preliminary analyses were conducted to
gather descriptive statistics, assess inter-rater reliability of observational measures, and
assess correlations between the predictors and potential covariates. Inter-rater reliability
was assessed using Cronbach’s ! and intra-class rs. Correlations among predictors and
potential covariates were assessed using Pearson’s product-moment correlation tests.
Results from these preliminary analyses are included in the results section.
Separate data analyses were conducted to test each of the four primary study
hypotheses (hypotheses 1 – 4) and the two secondary hypotheses (hypotheses 5 and 6).
All hypotheses included baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction as a
predictor, and this predictor was measured in the same way for each analysis, by using
the maximum amount of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction observed in
FIATs conducted at baseline.
Primary study hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 was that adolescents in families with high baseline levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that also had highly demanding BSFT
counselors would be less likely to engage in treatment than would adolescents in families
with high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that had less
demanding BSFT counselors. For families with low baseline levels of parent-
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demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent was
expected to be a non-significant predictor of engagement in BSFT.
The dependent variable in this hypothesis was a dichotomous measure of
engagement in BSFT (i.e., families who attended two or fewer BSFT sessions were
considered not to be engaged in treatment and families who attended four or more
sessions were considered to be engaged in treatment). Given the problems associated
with predicting dichotomous outcome variables (e.g., non-normal error terms, nonconstant error variance, and the need for the outcome variable to be constrained between
the values of zero and one), logistic regression was used to test hypotheses 1 and 2. The
non-normality of error terms in models with binary outcomes is not problematic for
logistic regression, because it uses a Bernoulli distribution for these binary variables.
Logistic regression also uses maximum likelihood rather than ordinary least squares to
handle the inconsistency of error variances associated with dichotomous data.
Furthermore, logistic regression handles the constraint that the mean outcome variables
need to fall between zero and one in that the probability that the outcome variable is
either 0 or 1 is reached asymptotically (cf. Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000; Neter, Kutner,
Nachtsheim, & Wasserman, 1996).
In the analysis of hypothesis 1, engagement in BSFT was modeled as a joint
function of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction and therapist demand on the
adolescent. Therapist demand on the adolescent was measured by the total amount of
therapist demand on the adolescent observed in two BSFT sessions. In the final model
used to test hypothesis 1, each predictor was entered into the model along with the two-
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way interaction between them (parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction X
therapist demand on the adolescent). Adolescent gender and ethnicity were not included
as covariates because the non-engagement and engagement samples were matched on
these variables. Site of therapy was also not included as a covariate because there were
eight treatment sites and too few degrees of freedom to estimate this effect.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 was that adolescents in families with high levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that also had BSFT counselors who were more
demanding of them than of their most demanding parent would be less likely to engage in
treatment than would adolescents in families with high levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that had counselors who placed more demand
on the parent than on the adolescent. For families exhibiting low levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction it was also predicted that as the therapist placed
more demand on the adolescent versus the parent, the probability of engaging in BSFT
would decrease. However, it was expected that this decrease would be less steep than it
was for the adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
Hypothesis 2 was analyzed with logistic regression. The dependent variable in
this analysis was the same dichotomous indicator of engagement in BSFT that was used
in the analysis of hypothesis 1. To test whether parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction and differential therapist demand on the most demanding parent versus the
adolescent interacted to predict engagement in BSFT, these variables were modeled as a
joint function of the dichotomous engagement dependent variable. Differential therapist
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demand on the parent versus the adolescent was measured using ratings of these
constructs as they occurred in each family’s first or second BSFT session. To create the
differential therapist demand score, ratings of therapist demand on the most demanding
parent to do something differently inside early BSFT sessions were subtracted from the
amount of therapist demand on the adolescent to do something differently inside early
BSFT sessions. Like the analysis of hypothesis 1, the analysis of hypothesis 2 did not
include adolescent gender or ethnicity as covariates, nor did it include site of therapy as a
covariate.
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 was that baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction
would interact with therapist demand on the adolescent to predict adolescent substance
use outcomes over time. It was expected that there would be a three-way interaction
between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist demand on the
adolescent, and time (e.g., measurement period) such that adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who had highly demanding therapists would
have worse drug use outcomes over time. In contrast, it was expected that adolescents
high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who had less demanding
therapists would have improved drug use outcomes over time. Adolescents low in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction were expected to have lower drug use
overall than adolescents with high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction, and their drug use outcomes were not expected to change significantly as a
function of therapist demand.
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Hypothesis 3 was tested using a general linear mixed model that examined the
prediction of adolescents’ substance use outcomes over time as a joint function of
baseline level of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction and therapist demand on
the adolescent. Therapist demand on the adolescent was measured by the total amount of
therapist demand made on the adolescent in an early and a middle BSFT session. In the
final model, baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist demand
on the adolescent, and the interaction between these two variables were included as
continuous fixed-effect factors. Along with these predictors, the mixed model also
included baseline level of adolescent substance use (measured by the composite
substance use variable described in the measures section), adolescent sex, adolescent
ethnicity (non-Hispanic vs. Hispanic); therapist, and site of therapy (the community
treatment program from which the family received BSFT) as fixed-effect covariates. The
intercept and a linear term representing time were entered as random-effect factors.
Because outcome data were aggregated at three time points (4, 8, and 12 months postrandomization), the model did not include a parameter representing the quadratic rate of
change (e.g., nonlinearity). It would not have been feasible to estimate goodness of fit of
a quadratic model of change, as this would have required at least four time points (one
more time point than the three minimum required time points for fitting the quadratic
slope line).
The first step in building the final model used to test Hypothesis 3 was to fit an
unconditional means model to the data (e.g., a model including only the intercept as a
random-effect predictor of adolescent substance use). Then an unconditional growth
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model was fit to the data that included time as an additional random-effect predictor of
adolescent substance use. These two models were compared to assess whether (1) the
unconditional growth model fit the data better than the unconditional means model and
(2) whether time was a significant predictor of adolescent substance use. This would
signal that there was significant change over time in adolescent substance use. Results of
the unconditional growth model showed that it fit the data better than the unconditional
means model and that time was a marginally significant predictor of adolescent substance
use, B = .112, F(1, 121.05) = 3.21, p = .076. Thus, time was retained as a predictor in
subsequent models that were fit to the data in the process of building the final model.
After fitting two initial models, subsequent models were fit to the data, each including
one or two more predictors than the previous model. Each predictor added in subsequent
steps of the model building process was assessed as a predictor of mean level of
adolescent substance use and as a predictor of change in adolescent substance use (e.g.,
they were added alone and they were interacted with the time variable.) At each step,
model fit and significance of the predictors were assessed. Decisions to delete any given
predictor or covariate were based on whether the predictor or covariate was theoretically
important to keep in the model, whether it proved significant across two or more of the
preliminary models, and to what degree it compromised or improved model fit.
Preliminary correlations were also run to examine associations among predictor
variables. Results from these analyses also played a role in determining which variables
to include in the final model, and these results are summarized in the results section.
Time proved not to interact with any of the fixed effect predictors or covariates to predict
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change in adolescent substance use. Thus, time was entered as a random-effect predictor
but was not interacted with any predictors or covariates in the final model.
Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 was that baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction
would interact with differential therapist demand on most demanding parent versus the
adolescent to prospectively predict adolescent substance use over time. It was expected
that there would be a three-way interaction between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction, differential therapist demand on the parent versus the adolescent, and time
(e.g., measurement period) such that adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction who had therapists that made more demands of them than of their
parent would have worse drug use outcomes over time. In contrast, adolescents high in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who had therapists that placed more
demand on their parent would have improved drug use outcomes over time. Adolescents
low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction were expected to have overall
lower drug use than adolescents with high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction. It was also predicted that if these adolescents had therapists who placed less
demand on them than on their parent their drug use would improve, whereas it would
worsen if their therapist placed more demand on them than on their parent. Differential
therapist demand on the parent versus the adolescent was expected to have a less strong
association with drug use outcomes for adolescents low in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction than for adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction.
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Hypothesis 4 was also tested using a general linear mixed model. The model used
to test hypothesis 4 examined the prediction of adolescents’ substance use outcomes over
time as a joint function of baseline level of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction and differential therapist demand on the most demanding parent versus the
adolescent. Differential therapist demand on the parent versus the adolescent was
measured by subtracting the total amount across early and middle BSFT sessions of
therapist demand on the most demanding parent to do something differently inside the
session from the total amount across sessions of therapist demand on the adolescent to do
something differently inside the session. The model used to test hypothesis 4 was built
using the same techniques employed to build the model that tested hypothesis 3. Fixed
effect predictors in the final model included baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent, baseline level of adolescent substance
use, adolescent sex, adolescent ethnicity, and site of therapy. The interaction between
baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction and therapist demand on the
adolescent was also included in the model. Time proved not to interact with any of the
fixed effect predictors or covariates to predict change in adolescent substance use. Thus,
time was entered as a random-effect predictor but was not interacted with any predictors
or covariates in the final model. Intercept was also included as a random-effect predictor.
Secondary study hypotheses
Hypotheses 5 & 6
Hypotheses 5 and 6 were each tested with separate general linear mixed models.
These models were built using the same techniques employed to build the models used to
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analyze hypothesis 3 and 4. Hypothesis 5 was that adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who received high quality restructuring
interventions from therapists who were not highly demanding of them would have low
levels of substance use. However, as therapist demand increased, it was expected that
these adolescents’ drug use would increase significantly. It was also expected that as
therapist demand increased, the substance use of adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw who received low quality restructuring interventions would
increase significantly. In comparison, it was expected that therapist demand would not
significantly interact with quality of restructuring for adolescents low in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction.
The analysis of hypothesis 5 examined the prediction of adolescents’ substance
use outcomes as a joint function of baseline level of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent, and quality of restructuring in BSFT.
The same measure of therapist demand on the adolescent that was used in the analysis of
Hypothesis 3 was used in the analysis of hypothesis 5. Fixed effect predictors in the final
model included baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist
demand on the adolescent, baseline level of adolescent substance use, adolescent sex,
adolescent ethnicity, and site of therapy. The interaction between baseline parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent and quality
of restructuring was also included in the model as were all lower-order interactions
involving these variables. Time and intercept were included as random-effect predictors,
however interactions between the time random effect and each of the fixed predictors
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were not estimated due to a lack of sufficient degrees of freedom for reliably testing
multiple two and three-way interactions and the four-way interaction between parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw, therapist demand on the adolescent, quality of
restructuring, and time.
Hypothesis 6 was that adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction who receive high quality restructuring interventions from therapists who place
more demand on their parents than on them would have low levels of substance use.
However, as therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent increases, it was
expected that these adolescents’ drug use would increase significantly. It was also
expected that as therapists made more demands of adolescents than of parents, the
substance use of adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who received
low quality restructuring interventions would increase significantly. It was expected that
as therapists made more demands of adolescents than of parents, adolescents low in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who received high quality restructuring
interventions would have slight improvements in drug use. However, as therapists made
more demands of adolescents than of parents, adolescents low in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw who received low quality restructuring interventions were
expected to have slight increases in their drug use.
The model used to examine hypothesis 6 included adolescent substance use as a
dependent variable and baseline level of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction,
differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the most demanding parent, and
quality of restructuring in BSFT as the main predictor variables. Differential therapist
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demand on the most demanding parent versus the adolescent was measured by
subtracting the total amount across early and middle BSFT sessions of therapist demand
on the parent to do something differently inside the session from the total amount across
sessions of therapist demand on the adolescent to do something differently inside the
session. Fixed effect predictors in the final model included baseline parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, differential therapist demand on the adolescent
versus the parent, and quality of restructuring. Fixed effect covariates included baseline
level of adolescent substance use, adolescent sex, adolescent ethnicity, and site of
therapy. The interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction, differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent, and quality
of restructuring as well as all lower-order interactions involving these variables were also
included in the model. Time and intercept were included as random-effect predictors,
however time was not interacted with each of the fixed predictors due to a lack of
sufficient degrees of freedom for testing multiple two and three-way interactions and the
four-way interaction between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw, therapist demand on
the adolescent, quality of restructuring, and time.
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RESULTS
Preliminary analyses
Prior to testing the study hypotheses preliminary analyses were conducted to
examine (1) demographic characteristics of each study sample, (2) descriptive statistics of
the independent variables, (3) inter-rater reliability of therapist demand ratings, (4)
correlations between predictors and covariates in each of the study samples, and (5)
associations between the main dependent variables: engagement in BSFT and adolescent
substance use.
Descriptive statistics
Means and standard deviations of each independent variable are provided in Table
2 and distributions of these variables are illustrated by boxplots in Figure 1. All
independent variables were measured observationally using 1 – 5 rating scales. As is
shown in Table 2, mean ratings of all independent variables fell within the lower end of
the rating scale. The mean level of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw was 1.76 (SD =
.93) in the engagement sample and 1.87 (SD = .99) in the outcome sample. Mean
therapist demand on the adolescent was 1.38 (SD = .41) in the engagement sample and
1.39 (SD = .31) in the outcome sample. The mean level of quality of BSFT restructuring
in the outcome sample was 2.67 (SD = .67). The average level of differential therapist
demand on the adolescent versus the parent was 1.54 (SD = .68) in the engagement
sample and was .05 (SD = .59) in the outcome sample.
Inter-rater reliability of therapist demand items
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To assess inter-rater reliability, five raters (four research assistants and the
principal investigator) rated the same sessions and segments of a random sample of 25
families (22.3% of the 112 families included in the current study). The principal
investigator’s ratings were used as a gold standard against which to compare the ratings
of the research assistants. To compute inter-rater agreement, each coder’s ratings of each
item on the coding instrument were averaged across segments and across sessions. Thus,
each of the five raters had one average rating representing the total amount across
segments and sessions for therapist demand on the adolescent to do something differently
inside the session, for therapist demand on the adolescent to do something differently
outside the session, etc. Each rater’s average score on each item in the instrument was
then subjected to Cronbach’s ! and intra-class r tests. Table 3 shows the results of these
analyses.
Results showed high consistency in ratings of therapist demand on the adolescent
to do something differently inside the session (Cronbach’s ! = .84, intra-class r = 0.82)
and therapist demand on the adolescent to view something differently (Cronbach’s ! =
.85, intra-class r = 0.85). However, there was low consistency in ratings of therapist
demand on the adolescent to do something differently outside the session (Cronbach’s !
= .41, intra-class r = 0.25). Thus, therapist demand on the adolescent to do something
differently outside the session was not included in the final measure of therapist demand
on the adolescent.
With regard to ratings of therapist demand on the parents, results showed high
inter-rater reliability on scales measuring the therapist demand on the mother to do
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something differently inside the session (Cronbach’s ! = .92, intra-class r = 0.92) and to
view something differently (Cronbach’s ! = .90, intra-class r = 0.91). There was also
high inter-rater reliability on the scale measuring therapist demand on the father to do
something differently inside the session (Cronbach’s ! = .96, intra-class r = 0.96). It was
not possible to conduct a formal test of inter-rater reliability of therapist demand on the
father to view something differently because there were only 10 fathers in the BSFT
sessions included in these analyses and there was low variability in ratings of these
families (range = 1 – 1.58, M = 1.04, SD = .08). However, descriptive statistics revealed
that all raters agreed that all therapists in this analysis placed relatively low demand on
fathers in BSFT sessions.
Inter-correlations of therapist demand items
In addition to examining inter-rater reliability, inter-correlations of different items
on the coding instrument and inter-correlations between repeated measures of the same
items were examined to guide decisions regarding how to create final therapist demand
constructs. Results of these correlational analyses are provided in tables 4 and 5.
Findings revealed significant associations between early and middle session ratings of
therapist demand on the adolescent to do something differently inside the session (r =
.28, p = .01) and to view something differently (r = .43, p < .0001). In addition, the mean
amount (across early and middle sessions) of therapist demand on the adolescent to do
something differently inside the session correlated significantly with therapist demand on
the adolescent to view something differently (r = .34, p < .0001). Given these findings,
the final measure of therapist demand on the adolescent was a composite created by
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averaging together early and middle session ratings of therapist demand on the adolescent
to do something differently inside the session and early and middle session ratings of
therapist demand on the adolescent to view things differently.
Correlational analyses also showed that early and middle session ratings of
therapist demand on the mother to do something differently inside the session were
significantly correlated (r = .44, p < .0001) as were early and middle session ratings of
therapist demand on the mother to view something differently, r = .36, p < .001. In
addition, the grand mean (average across early and middle sessions) of therapist demand
on the mother to do something differently inside the session correlated with the grand
mean of therapist demand on the mother to view something differently, r = .27, p < .01.
Regarding ratings of therapist demand on the father, there was a marginally significant
correlation between early and middle session ratings of therapist demand on the father to
do something differently inside the session, r = .31, p = .07. However, early and middle
session ratings of therapist demand on the father to view something differently did not
significantly correlate, r = -.17, p = .342. In addition, therapist demand on the father to
do something differently inside the session did not significantly correlate with therapist
demand on the father do view something differently, r = .16, p = .26. Given these
findings and results of inter-rater reliability analyses, the final measure of differential
therapist on the adolescent versus the parent was created using only ratings of therapist
demand to do something differently inside the session. Specifically, this measure
consisted of the average amount of therapist demand on the adolescent to do something
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differently inside the session minus the average amount of therapist demand on the most
demanding parent to do something differently inside the session.
Correlations between adolescent, family, and therapy-related variables
Results of correlations between adolescent, family, and therapist-related variables
are provided in table 6. Findings showed that baseline amounts of adolescent drug use
correlated with adolescent ethnicity (r = .23, p = .02) and sex (r = -.19, p = .05)
indicating that Hispanic and male adolescents had slightly higher drug use at baseline
than did non-Hispanic and female adolescents. Adolescent ethnicity also negatively
correlated with therapist demand on the adolescent, r = -.34, p < .0001. These results
suggest that therapists tended to make more demands of non-Hispanic adolescents than of
Hispanic adolescents. In addition, there was a significant correlation between quality of
restructuring and adolescent ethnicity (r = .21, p = .03), suggesting that Hispanic
adolescents received higher quality restructuring interventions than did non-Hispanic
adolescents. Interestingly, differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus parent
negatively correlated with quality of BSFT restructuring (r = -.25, p = .01), whereas
therapist demand on the adolescent did not correlate with quality of restructuring, r = .13, p = .18. This suggests that while placing more demand on parents than adolescents
was associated with higher ratings on quality of BSFT restructuring, total amount of
therapist demand on adolescents was not associated with quality of restructuring.
Regarding associations between therapy-related variables and outcomes in BSFT,
engagement in BSFT significantly correlated with quality of BSFT restructuring (r = .25,
p = .01), suggesting that higher quality restructuring was associated with a higher
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likelihood of engaging in BSFT. Engagement in BSFT also significantly negatively
correlated with differential therapist demand on adolescents versus parents, r = -.69, p <
.0001. This indicates that greater therapist demand on the adolescent than on the parent
was associated with a lower likelihood of engaging in BSFT.
Associations among main dependent variables
Results showed that engagement in BSFT did not correlate with adolescent
substance use at baseline, r = -.042, p = .660. However, a linear mixed model including
all study participants revealed that adolescents who engaged in BSFT decreased their
substance use over time whereas adolescents not engaged in BSFT increased their
substance use over time. This analysis included the composite measure of adolescent
substance use as a dependent variable, engagement in BSFT and baseline adolescent
substance use as fixed-effects predictors, and time and intercept as random-effects
predictors. The interaction between time and engagement in BSFT was a significant
predictor of adolescent substance use, F(1, 150.75) = 6.002, p = .015. Figure 2 illustrates
the pattern of this interaction and shows that adolescents who did not engage in BSFT
had increased substance use over time whereas adolescents who did engage in BSFT had
decreased substance use over time.
Hypothesis 1: Therapist demand on the adolescent predicting engagement in
BSFT
The first step in testing Hypothesis 1 was to regress each independent variable
and covariate on the treatment engagement dependent variable in separate logistic
regression analyses. These analyses showed that neither of the independent variables
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predicted engagement in treatment on their own. The model testing the association
between therapist demand on the adolescent and engagement in BSFT did not provide a
statistically significant improvement over the constant-only model ("2(1) = .979, p =
.322) and the Nagelkerke R2 showed that the model explained just 3.1% of the total
variance. The Wald test showed that the amount of therapist demand on the adolescent
was not significantly different in the engaged versus not engaged sample, Wald = .90, df
= 1, p = .343. The model testing the association between parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction and engagement in BSFT did not provide a statistically significant
improvement over the constant-only model ("2(1) = .976, p = .323) and the Nagelkerke
R2 showed that the model explained just 3.1% of the variance. The Wald test showed that
the engaged and non-engaged sample did not have significantly different amounts of
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, Wald = .949, df = 1, p = .33. SPSS was
unable to fit a model testing the association between the categorical site of therapy
variable and engagement in BSFT because the small sample size did not provide
sufficient degrees of freedom for testing the predictive effect of this eight-level
polychotomous variable. Thus, site of therapy was not included as a covariate in the final
model used to test Hypothesis 1.
The final model included therapist demand on the adolescent, parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, and the interaction between these variables.
Results of this model are shown in Table 5. Although this model explained more
variance than either of the two previous models (Nagelkerke R2 = .139), the final model
did not provide a significantly better fit to the data than did the constant-only model,
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"2(3) = 4.502, p = .212. In addition, the Wald test indicated that the interaction between
baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and therapist demand on the adolescent was
not a significant predictor of engagement in therapy, Wald = 2.278, df = 1, p = .131.
Neither of the other independent variables significantly predicted adolescent substance
use.
Although there was an insignificant interaction between therapist demand on the
adolescent and parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw, further exploratory analyses were
conducted to examine associations between therapist demand on the adolescent and
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction for engagers versus non-engagers. Low
and high levels of therapist demand on the adolescent were cross-categorized with low
and high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and with engagement in BSFT in
an eight-cell table (see Table 6). Values below the mean were considered “low” and
values above the mean were considered “high”. It was predicted in hypothesis 1 that as
therapist demand on the adolescent increased, the probability that families high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw would engage in BSFT would decrease. However, results
in Table 6 indicated that among the non-engaged families there were slightly fewer
families who were both high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction and in
therapist demand on the adolescent (4.9%) than high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw and low in therapist demand on the adolescent (14.6%). Results also showed
that among engaged families, there were slightly more families high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that had highly demanding therapists (12.2%)
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than there were families high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that had
less demanding therapists (7.3%).
Hypothesis 2: Differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent
predicting engagement in BSFT
The first step in testing Hypothesis 2 was to regress each independent variable
and covariate on the treatment engagement dependent variable in separate logistic
regression analyses. These analyses showed that neither of the independent variables
predicted engagement in treatment on their own. The model testing the association
between differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent and
engagement in BSFT did not provide a statistically significant improvement over the
constant-only model ("2(1) = .033, p = .856) and the Nagelkerke R2 showed that the
model explained just 0.1% of the variance. The Wald test showed an insignificant
difference between therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent in the engaged
versus not engaged sample, Wald = .03, df = 1, p = .856. Similarly, the model testing the
association between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction and engagement in
BSFT did not provide a statistically significant improvement over the constant-only
model ("2(1) = .976, p = .323) and the Nagelkerke R2 showed that the model explained
just 3.1% of the variance. The Wald test showed that there was not a significant
difference in amount of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw in the engaged sample than
in the non-engaged sample, Wald = .949, df = 1, p = .33.
The final model included differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus
the parent, parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, and the interaction between
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these variables. Results of this model are shown in Table 7. Although this model
explained more variance than either of the two previous models (Nagelkerke R2 = .083),
the final model did not provide a significantly better fit to the data than did the constantonly model, "2(3) = 2.569, p = .463. The Wald test indicated that the interaction between
baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and differential therapist demand on the
adolescent versus the parent was not a significant predictor of engagement in therapy,
Wald = 1.666, df = 1, p = .197. Neither of the other independent variables significantly
predicted adolescent substance use.
Although there was an insignificant interaction between therapist demand on the
adolescent and parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw, the data was further explored to
examine associations between differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the
parent and baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction for engagers versus
non-engagers. Low and high levels of differential therapist demand on the adolescent
versus the parent and low and high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw were
cross-categorized with engagement in BSFT in an eight-cell table (see Table 8). Values
below the mean were considered “low” and values above the mean were considered
“high”. In addition, higher differential therapist demand scores signal that more demand
was placed on the adolescent than on the parent as this score was created by subtracting
therapist demand on the parent from therapist demand on the adolescent. It was predicted
in hypothesis 2 that as therapists placed more demand on adolescents than parents, the
probability that families high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw would engage in
BSFT would decrease. However, results in table 8 show that, the number of families who
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were high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, had therapists that placed
more demand on the adolescent than on the parent, and did not engage in BSFT (n = 4,
10%) was similar to the amount of families and who were high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw, had therapists that placed more demand on the parent than
on the adolescent, and did not engage in BSFT (n = 3, 7.5%). Results also showed that
among engaged families, there were slightly more adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that had therapists who placed more demand on
them than on their parent (12.5%) than there were families high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction that had therapists who placed more demand on
the parent than on them (7.5%).
Due to the small size of the engagement sample used in analyses of hypotheses 1
and 2, there was a lower level of power for testing the predicted interactions than would
have been available if all study families had been included. Thus, exploratory analyses
including a sample of 112 families (e.g., 21 non-engaged families and 91 engaged
families) were conducted to test whether hypotheses 1 and 2 would be supported using a
larger sample. The dependent variable in both of these exploratory analyses was a
dichotomous indicator of engagement used in the parent study that classified nonengaged families as those who participated in two or fewer BSFT sessions, and classified
engaged families as those who participated in more than two BSFT sessions. The same
predictors and interactions originally used to test Hypotheses 1 and 2 were included in
these exploratory analyses. Adolescent ethnicity, sex, and site of therapy were not
included as covariates after preliminary models showed that they did not significantly
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predict likelihood of engaging in BSFT. The results of the first exploratory analysis
showed that therapist demand on the adolescent did not interact with baseline parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction to predict engagement in BSFT, Wald = .43, df
= 1, p = .513. Similarly, the results of the second analysis showed that the interaction of
baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and differential therapist demand on the
adolescent versus the most demanding parent did not predict the probability of
engagement in BSFT, Wald = .152, df = 1, p = .697. These results indicate that in this
sample of adolescents, drug use outcomes do not differ as a function of the interaction
between therapist demand on the adolescent and adolescents’ baseline levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw.
Hypothesis 3: The interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw and therapist demand on the adolescent predicting adolescent
substance use outcomes
The final model used to test hypothesis 3 was a general linear mixed model
including baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist demand on
the adolescent, and their interaction as fixed-effect predictors. Baseline level of
adolescent substance use, adolescent sex, adolescent ethnicity, and site of therapy were
also included in the model as fixed-effect covariates. Time and intercept were included as
random-effect predictors.
Raw means and standard deviations for the substance use dependent variable at
baseline and 4, 8, and 12 months post-randomization are presented in Table 9 and the
analysis of Hypothesis 3 is summarized in Table 10. In the process of building the final
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model interactions between the randomly varying time factor and each independent
variable were tested. None of these interactions proved significant and the models with
these interactions proved to fit the data worse than models without them. Thus, the final
model did not evaluate whether the independent variables predicted change over time in
adolescent substance use. Contrary to what was predicted in hypothesis 3, the interaction
between therapist demand on the adolescent and baseline parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction did not significantly predict adolescent substance use, B = -.097, SE
= .206, t(157) = -.472, p = .638. However, the time main effect was significant (B = .111,
SE = .048, t(110) = 2.33, p = .022), indicating that after controlling for all main effects
and covariates, adolescent substance use significantly increased over time. The baseline
adolescent substance use covariate also significantly predicted adolescent substance use,
B = .572, SE = .061, t(156) = 8.926, p < .0001. This result indicated that higher
adolescent substance use at baseline predicted higher overall levels of adolescent
substance use throughout the study. In addition, site of therapy predicted overall
adolescent substance use, F(7, 155) = 2.339, p = .027. This finding indicated that
adolescent substance use at sites 4 (B = -.493, SE = .265, t(155) = -1.858, p = .065) and 5
(B = -.584, SE = .297, t(156) = -1.964, p = .051) were marginally less severe than
adolescent substance use at the reference site 8. The findings also showed that therapist
demand on the adolescent was a marginally significant predictor of adolescent substance
use, B = .335, SE = .191, t(159) = 1.752, p = .082.
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Hypothesis 4: The interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction and differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus
the parent predicting adolescent substance use outcomes
The final model used to test hypothesis 4 was a general linear mixed model
including baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, differential therapist
demand on the adolescent versus the parent, and their interaction as fixed-effect
predictors. Baseline level of adolescent substance use, adolescent sex, adolescent
ethnicity, and site of therapy were also included in the model as fixed-effect covariates.
Time and intercept were included as random-effect predictors.
The analysis of Hypothesis 4 is summarized in Table 11. In the process of
building the final model the randomly varying time factor did not prove to interact with
any of the independent variables. Thus, the final model did not evaluate whether any of
these independent variables predicted change over time in adolescent substance use.
Contrary to what was predicted in hypothesis 4, the interaction between differential
therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent and baseline parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction did not significantly predict adolescent
substance use, B = .113, SE = .095, t(155) = 1.19, p = .236. However, the time main
effect was significant (B = .111, SE = .048, t(110) = 2.33, p = .022), indicating that after
controlling for all main effects and covariates, adolescent substance use significantly
increased over time. The baseline adolescent substance use covariate also significantly
predicted adolescent substance use, B = .575, SE = .064, t(156) = 8.946, p < .0001. This
result indicated that higher adolescent substance use at baseline predicted higher overall
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levels of adolescent substance use throughout the study. In addition, site of therapy
predicted overall adolescent substance use, F(7, 156) = 2.333, p = .027. This finding
indicated that adolescent substance use at site 4 was marginally less severe than at the
reference treatment site 8 (B = -.493, SE = .267, t(156) = -1.847, p = .067) and that
adolescent substance use at site 5 was significantly less severe than at the reference
treatment site, B = -.673, SE = .299, t(156) = -2.256, p = .025).
Secondary hypotheses
Hypothesis 5: The interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent and quality of
restructuring predicting adolescent substance use outcomes
The final model used to test hypothesis 5 was a general linear mixed model
including baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, therapist demand on
the adolescent, quality of restructuring in BSFT and the three-way interaction between
these variables as fixed-effect predictors. Baseline level of adolescent substance use,
adolescent sex, adolescent ethnicity, and site of therapy were also included in the model
as fixed-effect covariates. Time and intercept were included as random-effect predictors.
The analysis of Hypothesis 5 is summarized in Table 12. Results revealed a
significant three-way interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent, and quality of restructuring, B = .704, SE
= .314, t(147) = 2.243, p = .026. To determine the pattern of this interaction (illustrated in
Figure 3), simple slope analyses were conducted that estimated the composite adolescent
substance use dependent variable for adolescents with low and high levels of parent-
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demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction (i.e., those who were one standard deviation
above or below the overall sample mean), low and high levels of therapist demand on the
adolescent, and low and high levels of restructuring quality. Results from these analyses
partially supported Hypothesis 5. As hypothesized, for adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who received high quality restructuring
interventions, increases in therapist demand on the adolescent predicted significant
increases in adolescent substance use, b = 1.36, SE = .392, t(160) = 1.36, p = .001.
However, contrary to hypothesis 5, for adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction who received low quality restructuring interventions, therapist
demand was not significantly associated with substance use, b = -.064, SE = .248, t(160)
= -262, p = .794. No significant associations were expected between therapist demand,
quality of restructuring, and substance use outcomes for adolescents with low baseline
levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. However, the simple slope
analysis examining the association between therapist demand on the adolescent and
substance use for adolescents low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who
received low quality restructuring interventions indicates that these adolescents’ drug use
increased significantly when therapists placed increased demands on them, t(160) = .78, p
= .04. In addition to conducting simple slope analyses, a post-hoc t-test was run to
compare the substance use outcomes of adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw who received high quality restructuring from non-demanding therapists to the
substance use outcomes of the rest of the adolescents included in this analysis. In this ttest, low levels on each variable were classified as scores falling .25 standard deviations
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below the mean and high levels on each variable were classified as scores that were .25
standard deviations or more above the mean. These cut points were selected as there
were insufficient data to run the t-test for cut-points beyond .25 standard deviations.
Results supported hypothesis 5, showing that adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw who received high quality restructuring from nondemanding therapists had lower substance use throughout the study than did the rest of
the adolescents included in this analysis, t(5)=-4.19, p = .004.
Other significant findings included several main effects and two-way interactions
that were conditional upon the significant 3-way interaction. These included a main
effect of therapist demand on the adolescent indicating that as therapist demand
increased, adolescent substance use increased, B = .654; F(1, 151) = 9.83, p = .002.
There was also a main effect of time, indicating that after controlling for the independent
variables and covariates, adolescent substance use increased over time, B = .110; F(1,
109) = 5.68, p = .019. In addition, there was a main effect of baseline levels of
adolescent substance use, indicating that higher adolescent substance use at baseline
predicted higher overall levels of adolescent substance use throughout the study, B =
.518; F(1, 146) = 66.185, p < .0001. Site of therapy also predicted overall adolescent
substance use, F(7, 146) = 2.732, p = .011. Although the site of therapy predictor was
significant, there were no significant differences between adolescent substance use at the
reference site and any specific comparison site. Beyond these main effects, there was a
significant interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and quality
of restructuring, B = -.209; F(1, 148) = 4.748, p = .031. This interaction indicated that,
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for adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, as quality of
restructuring improved, substance use decreased slightly but non-significantly, b = -.144,
t(149) = .939, p = .349. However, after controlling for all predictors and covariates, as
quality of restructuring increased, substance use of adolescents with low levels of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction increased significantly, b = .238, t(146) = 1.98,
p = .05. There was also a significant interaction between therapist demand on the
adolescent and quality of restructuring, B = .537; F(1, 148) = 4.587, p = .034. This result
indicated that after controlling for all predictors and covariates, as quality of restructuring
increased, adolescents with highly demanding therapists had slight but non-significant
increases in their substance use (b = .205, t(148) = 1.647, p = .102) whereas adolescents
with less demanding therapists had slight but non-significant decreases in their substance
use, b = -.110, t(147) = -0.86, p = .391.
Hypothesis 6: The interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction, differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the
parent and quality of restructuring predicting adolescent substance use outcomes
The final model used to test hypothesis 6 was a general linear mixed model. It
included baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, differential therapist
demand on the adolescent versus the most demanding parent, quality of restructuring in
BSFT, and the three-way interaction between these variables as fixed-effect predictors.
Baseline level of adolescent substance use, adolescent sex, adolescent ethnicity, and site
of therapy were also included in the model as fixed-effect covariates. Time and intercept
were included as random-effect predictors.
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The analysis of Hypothesis 6 is summarized in Table 13. Results revealed a
significant three-way interaction between baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction, therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent, and quality of
restructuring, B = .473, SE = .153, t(147) = 2.243, p = .002. To determine the pattern of
this interaction (illustrated in Figure 4), simple slope analyses were conducted that
estimated the composite adolescent substance use dependent variable for adolescents with
low and high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction (i.e., those who
were one standard deviation above or below the overall sample mean), low and high
levels of differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus parent, and low and high
levels of restructuring quality. Results from these analyses partially supported
Hypothesis 6. As hypothesized, for adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction who received high quality restructuring interventions, increases in
therapist demand on the adolescent vs. the parent predicted significant increases in
substance use (see Slope 1 in Figure 4), b = .442, SE = .157, t(156) = 2.81, p = .006.
However, contrary to hypothesis 6, for adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw who received low quality restructuring interventions, therapist demand on the
adolescent versus the parent did not predict substance use (see Slope 3 in Figure 4), b = .106, SE = .127, t(155) = -.828, p = .409. In addition to conducting the simple slope
analyses, a post-hoc t-test was run to compare the substance use outcomes of adolescents
high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who received high quality restructuring from
therapists who placed more demand on their parent than on them to the substance use
outcomes of the rest of the adolescents included in this analysis. In this t-test, low levels
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on each variable were classified as scores falling .25 standard deviations below the mean
and high levels on each variable were classified as scores that were .25 standard
deviations or more above the mean. Results supported hypothesis 6, showing that
adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who received high quality
restructuring from therapists who placed more demand on their parent than on them had
lower substance use throughout the study than did the rest of the adolescents included in
this analysis, t(5)=-4.19, p = .004.
In addition to the three-way interaction, there were several significant main
effects that were conditional upon the significant 3-way interaction. There was a main
effect of time, indicating that after controlling for the independent variables and
covariates, time was positively associated with adolescent substance use, such that
adolescent substance use increased over time, B = .111; F(1, 107) = 5.67, p = .019. In
addition, there was a main effect of baseline level of adolescent substance use, indicating
that higher adolescent substance use at baseline predicted higher overall levels of
adolescent substance use throughout the study, B = .534; F(1, 142) = 71.119, p < .0001.
Site of therapy also predicted overall adolescent substance use, F(7, 142) = 3.235, p =
.003. This effect indicated that adolescent substance use was lower at site 5 than it was at
the reference site 8.
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DISCUSSION
The results provide partial support for the secondary hypotheses (hypotheses 5
and 6) that baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw would interact with therapist
demand on the adolescent and quality of restructuring in BSFT to predict adolescent
substance use outcomes. In contrast, findings did not support the primary hypotheses
(hypotheses 1 – 4) that baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw would interact with
quantity of therapist demand on the adolescent to predict engagement in BSFT and
adolescent substance use.
Hypotheses 1 and 2 stated that as therapists placed more demand on the
adolescent (or as they placed more demand on the adolescent than on the parent), the
probability of engaging in BSFT would decrease for families exhibiting high levels of
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. For families exhibiting low levels of
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, it was predicted that therapist demand
on the adolescent would be an insignificant predictor of engagement in BSFT. It was
also predicted that, for families low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw, as the
therapist placed more demand on the adolescent versus the parent, the probability of
engaging in BSFT would decrease. To test these hypotheses, a sample of 42 families was
used. Half of these families were not engaged in BSFT (i.e., attended 2 or fewer sessions
of BSFT) and half of these families were engaged in BSFT (i.e., attended 4 or more
BSFT sessions). Results from logistic regression analyses showed that neither the
interaction between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and therapist demand on the
adolescent nor the interaction between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and therapist
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demand on the adolescent versus parent significantly predicted engagement in BSFT.
Given that the sample size used to test hypotheses 1 and 2 was relatively small,
exploratory analyses were conducted that tested hypotheses 1 and 2 using a larger sample
of 112 families. These analyses included all independent variables used in the original
analyses and used a dichotomous measure of engagement in which families receiving 2
or fewer BSFT sessions were considered to be not engaged in BSFT whereas families
receiving more than 2 sessions were considered to be engaged in BSFT. Results of these
exploratory analyses returned results similar to those of the original analyses. The
interaction between parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and therapist demand on the
adolescent did not predict engagement in BSFT. In addition, parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw did not interact with differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the
parent to predict engagement in BSFT.
The analyses of hypotheses 3 and 4 also returned non-significant results. These
hypotheses stated that baseline parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw would
interact with therapist demand on the adolescent to prospectively predict adolescent
substance use over time. It was expected that adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who had highly demanding therapists would
have worse drug use outcomes over time. It was also predicted that adolescents high in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who had less demanding therapists
would have improved drug use outcomes over time. Adolescents low in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction were expected to have lower drug use overall
than adolescents with high levels of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, and
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their drug use outcomes were not expected to change significantly as a function of
therapist demand. Results showed that neither therapist demand on the adolescent nor
differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus parent interacted with baseline
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw to predict substance use outcomes.
These non-significant results may have occurred for a couple of reasons. First,
the overall amount of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction and therapist
demand was low for the families included in the analyses. In addition, there was a low
amount of variability in these constructs. As shown in Figure 1, the level of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction for 75 percent of the families included in this
study fell between 1 and 2.5 on a 5-point Likert scale. In addition, the median amount of
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw was just 1.5. The level of therapist demand on
placed on adolescents in this study was also low, ranging between 1 and 2 on a 5-point
Likert scale with a median of 1.25. The low levels and restricted variability in both
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw and therapist demand in this study may have limited
the ability of the analyses to detect interactions between these variables. The nonsignificant findings in tests of the primary study hypotheses may also have been due to
therapy effects that were not accounted for in these analyses. Indeed, the secondary
hypotheses in this study predicted that the quality of BSFT restructuring would interact
with therapist demand on the adolescent and baseline parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw to differentially predict adolescent substance use throughout the study.
The secondary hypotheses stated that if adolescents high in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who received high quality restructuring
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interventions from therapists who were not highly demanding of them (or were less
demanding of them than of their parent), they would have low levels of substance use.
However, as therapist demand on these adolescents increased, it was expected that their
drug use would significantly increase. Results provided support for this part of the
secondary hypotheses. For example, results showed that adolescents entrenched in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who received high quality BSFT
restructuring and had therapists who made few demands of them (or made fewer
demands of them than of their demanding parent) had among the lowest levels of drug
use of all the subgroups of adolescents included in the analyses. In addition, results
showed that the substance use of adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw
who received high quality restructuring interventions significantly increased as therapists
made increased demands of them and significantly increased as therapists made more
demands of them than of their demanding parent. These findings may suggest that, even
when therapists deliver BSFT with a high degree of fidelity to the treatment model, if
they place too much demand on adolescents entrenched in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction, the therapy will not succeed in lowering the adolescents’ substance
use. This may indicate that increased demands on these adolescents wash out the
beneficial effects of the high quality BSFT.
However, this finding is tempered by a non-significant result that was revealed in
the analyses of hypotheses 5 and 6. Hypotheses 5 and 6 stated that increases in therapist
demand of adolescents (or in differential therapist demand on adolescents versus parents)
would be associated with significant increases in substance use for adolescents high in
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parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who received low quality restructuring
interventions. Unexpectedly, results showed that substance use outcomes of adolescents
high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who received low quality
restructuring interventions did not change as a function of therapist demand on the
adolescent or as a function of differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the
parent. This non-significant result may be explained by therapist effects. For instance,
this result may have occurred if therapists who delivered low quality restructuring
interventions were more likely than therapists who delivered high quality restructuring
interventions to diverge from the BSFT model and use other psychosocial techniques or
interventions not in line with the BSFT model. Recent research has found that beginner
family therapists often have difficulty interrupting rigid negative interaction patterns such
as DWI (Butler et al., 2008). While it was expected that therapists in this study who
encountered such difficulties might have been more vulnerable to becoming incorporated
into maladaptive isomorphic sequences with family members, an additional possibility is
that this difficulty may have lead therapists to fall back on intervention skills that
previously helped them work with withdrawn adolescents or families entrenched in
negative interaction patterns. If this happened for the therapists in this study who were
struggling with implementing BSFT restructuring interventions, and the off-model
interventions they used were helpful for adolescents entrenched in parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, this may have canceled out some of the
detrimental effects of the amount of therapist demand on the adolescent.
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Preliminary results coming out of the M&M platform study have shown that the
majority of therapists in the parent study did not deliver BSFT with a high degree of
fidelity to the treatment model. Indeed, these results showed that about a third of the
BSFT cases in the current study received what an expert rating panel considered
“adequate” BSFT, with the remainder of families receiving sub-standard BSFT. These
findings suggest that there may have been a great deal of variability in the therapy that
families who were randomized into BSFT actually received. This may have limited the
ability of the current study to make reliable predictions regarding interactions between
BSFT quality, therapist demand on the adolescent, and parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw. For families who received low quality BSFT, there are many unknown factors
regarding what type of interventions they may have been receiving and how they
responded to those interventions. Thus, there is some obscurity in the quality of
restructuring variable, particularly for families receiving low quality restructuring
interventions.
This obscurity may help explain another seemingly anomalous finding.
Hypothesis 5 stated that therapist demand on the adolescent would not predict changes in
substance use of adolescents low in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who
received low quality restructuring interventions. However, results showed that these
adolescents’ substance use increased significantly with increases in therapist demand on
the adolescent. This unexpected finding and the previous non-significant finding
showing that therapist demand on the adolescent did not predict the substance use
outcomes of adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who
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received low quality restructuring interventions may signal a need for further research
that clarifies the quality of restructuring variable and its association with adolescent
substance use outcomes.
Despite the incongruous results involving adolescents who received low quality
restructuring interventions, the findings also uncovered some important associations
between therapist demand on adolescents, differential therapist demand on adolescents
versus parents and drug use outcomes for adolescents high in parent-demand/adolescentwithdraw who received high quality BSFT restructuring. These findings showed that
adolescents entrenched in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction who received
high quality BSFT restructuring and had therapists who made few demands of them (or
made fewer demands of them than of their demanding parent) had among the lowest
levels of drug use of all the subgroups of adolescents included in the analyses. However,
results showed that the substance use of these same adolescents significantly increased as
therapists made increased demands of them and significantly increased as therapists made
more demands of them than of their demanding parent. This may suggest that even when
families with entrenched parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction patterns receive
high quality restructuring interventions in BSFT, the benefits of these interventions may
be lost if the therapist is too demanding of the adolescent. These results also may
indicate that if therapists replicate ineffective parent demand behavior with adolescents
entrenched in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction this could lead to poor
adolescent substance use outcomes. There is a well-established argument in the family
therapy literature stating that if interactional patterns develop between therapists and
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family members that are isomorphic (e.g., parallel) to maladaptive patterns existing in the
family system this could negatively impact the therapeutic process (Schwartz et al.,
1988). The findings of the current study provide some support for this idea.
Despite the statistically significant findings showing that adolescents high in
parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw who received high quality BSFT restructuring from
therapists who made few demands of them had lower substance use outcomes than other
adolescents in the study overall, it should be noted that the drug use outcomes for the
majority of adolescents in this study did not improve over time. Indeed, on average,
adolescents increased their drug use throughout the study and most were still using drugs
at the 12-month measurement (see Table 9). Thus, although high-quality BSFT delivered
by non-demanding therapists was associated with improved substance use for adolescents
high in parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw it is important to note that this improvement
was relative to a group of adolescents who continued using drugs throughout the study.
This study’s complex and sometimes unexpected findings highlight the need to
develop knowledge of the isomorphic processes that may or may not develop when
treating families that exhibit entrenched patterns of parent-adolescent DWI. Future
research on isomorphic DWI in family therapy may be greatly aided by ensuring that
study therapists deliver family therapy with a high degree of fidelity to the treatment
model. Greater treatment fidelity may be attained by including therapists more
experienced in the study therapy or by providing close supervision to beginner therapists.
Notably, the training models of structural and strategic family therapies (cf. Haley, 1976;
Minuchin & Fishman, 1981) out of which BSFT grew involved hands-on, live
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supervision. Conducting live supervision was not possible in the parent study because it
was conducted in the Clinical Trials Network and involved community treatment centers
(CTPs) across the nation. Supervision had to be conducted via video- and teleconference from the University of Miami to each CTP. Results from this study and other
preliminary studies in the M&M project (Shoham & Rohrbaugh, 2010) may suggest that,
to accurately implement a complex family therapy such as BSFT, a beginning therapist
may need closer contact with experienced supervisors than was possible in the parent
study. In future studies, ensuring that therapists receive the supervision they need to
accurately implement family therapy would likely provide a more valid and reliable
measure of treatment condition. This would greatly aid future investigations of the
complex moderational and meditational associations that may be involved in isomorphic
processes in family therapy.
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TABLE 1 Demographic Characteristics
Engagement sample
Number of participants

Outcome sample

42

91

Age at baseline, M (SD)

15.9 (1.28)

16 (1.26)

Males, n (%)

35 (83.3%)

73 (80.2%)

Hispanic

20 (47.6%)

45 (49.5%)

White

10 (23.8%)

30 (33%)

African-American

12 (28.6%)

14 (15.4%)

Family sizea, M (SD)

3.24 (1.55)

3.18 (1.01)

$20,000 – 24,999

$20,000 – 24,999

Ethnicity, n (%):

Median family income

Note. a The measure of family size indicates the families’ estimate of the number of
family members with whom the adolescent had regular, daily contact.
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TABLE 2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Engagement sample

Mother-demand/adolescent-

Outcome sample

N

M (SD)

N

M (SD)

40

1.69 (0.81)

90

1.78 (0.99)

15

1.67 (1.06)

45

1.59 (0.76)

42

1.76 (0.93)

91

1.87 (0.99)

42

1.38 (0.41)

91

1.39 (0.31)

40

1.54 (0.68)

91

0.05 (0.59)

40

2.33 (0.57)

91

2.67 (0.67)

withdraw interaction
Father-demand/adolescentwithdraw interaction
Maximum parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw
interaction1
Therapist demand on
adolescent
Differential therapist demand
on the adolescent vs. parent2
Quality of BSFT
restructuring

Note. All items were rated on 5-point Likert scales. 1 Maximum parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction comprised the final measure of parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction. 2 The measure of differential therapist demand
on the adolescent vs. parent was created by subtracting the amount of therapist demand
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on the most demanding parent from the amount of therapist demand on the adolescent.
Higher scores on this variable reflect more therapist demand on the adolescent than on
the parent.
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TABLE 3 Inter-rater reliability of scales measuring therapist demand and family member
response in BSFT
Inter-rater reliability
Item

!

ICC

N

a. to do something differently inside the session

0.84

0.82

25

b. to do something differently outside the session

0.41

0.25

25

c. to view something differently

0.85

0.85

25

a. to do something differently inside the session

0.92

0.92

23

b. to do something differently outside the session

0.71

0.63

23

c. to view something differently

0.90

0.91

23

a. to do something differently inside the session

0.96

0.96

10

b. to do something differently outside the session

0.79

0.78

10

A. Therapist Demand Toward IP
1. Extent of demand

B. Therapist Demand Toward Mother Figure
1. Extent of demand

C. Therapist Demand Toward Father Figure
1. Extent of demand

c. to view something differentlya
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Note. a Due to the lack of variability in ratings of therapist demand on the father to view
something differently (range = 1 – 1.58, M = 1.04, SD = .08) and the low number of
families that included a father figure in BSFT sessions (n = 10 in the reliability analysis
sample), SPSS could not provide inter-rater reliability statistics on this item. However,
the descriptive statistics on this item revealed that there was good inter-rater reliability
(e.g., everyone agreed that there was universally low demand placed on fathers in BSFT
sessions.)
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TABLE 4 Correlations between ratings of therapist demand in early BSFT sessions and
middle BSFT sessions
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TABLE 5 Correlations between therapist demand items
1
1. Average therapist demand on

2

3

4

5

6

--

adolescent to do something differently
in session across SE1 and SM2
2. Average therapist demand on

.34***

--

adolescent to view something
differently across SE and SM
3. Average therapist demand on mother .28*

-.06!!

--

.26*

.27*

--

-.09

.21

-.17

--

-.10

.12

-.20

.16

to do something differently in session
across SE and SM
4. Average therapist demand on mother .05
to view something differently across SE
and SM
5. Average therapist demand on father .32!!
to do something differently in session
across SE and SM
6. Average therapist demand on father .11

--

to view something differently across SE
and SM

Notes. N = 111. SE = Early BSFT session, SM = Middle BSFT session. ***p ! .0001, **p
!.001, *p ! .01, !!p ! .05, ! p ! .10.
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TABLE 6 Correlations among main study variables
1
1. Parent-

2

3

4

5

6

7

--

demand/adolescent
withdraw
2. Therapist

-.09

--

.01

-.13

--

.03

.44***

-.25**

--

-.14

-.08

-.01

.04

--

6. Adolescent sex

-.02

-.04

.01

-.12

-.19*

--

7. Adolescent

-.15

-.34***

.21*

-.11

.23*

-.10

demand on the
adolescent
3. Quality of BSFT
restructuring
4. Differential
therapist demand on
the adolescent vs.
parent
5. Baseline
substance use

ethnicity (nonHispanic vs.
Hispanic)

--

8
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8. Engagement in

-.03

.07

.25**

-.69***

BSFT
Notes. N = 111. ***p < .0001, **p < .01, *p < .05.

-.00

.05

.03

--
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TABLE 7 Results of logistic regression analysis testing Hypothesis 1: Predictors of
engagement in BSFT
Predictors

B

S.E.

Wald

df

p

Exp(B)

95% C.I. for
Exp(B)
Lower

Therapist demand on the

Upper

.485

.928

.273

1

.601

1.624

.264

10.002

.023

.459

.003

1

.960

1.023

.416

2.517

2.420

1.603

2.278

1

.131

11.248

.485

260.586

.111

.338

.108

1

.743

1.117

adolescent
Baseline parentdemand/adolescentwithdraw interaction
Therapist demand on the
adolescent X baseline
parentdemand/adolescentwithdraw
Constant
N = 42.
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TABLE 8 Families in engagement sample categorized by engagement in BSFT, low and
high values of therapist demand on the adolescent, and low and high values of baseline
parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction
Parent-demand
adolescent-withdraw
interaction

Not engaged in BSFT

Engaged in BSFT

Therapist demand

Low

High

Total

on the adolescent

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Low

8 (19.5)

6 (14.6)

14 (34.1)

High

4 (9.8)

2 (4.9)

16 (39)

Total

12 (29.2)

8 (19.5)

20 (48.8)

Low

8 (19.5)

3 (7.3)

11 (26.8)

High

5 (12.2)

5 (12.2)

10 (24.4)

Total

13 (31.7)

8 (19.5)

21 (51.2)

Note. N = 41. Low values represent scores above the mean and high values represent
scores below the mean.
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TABLE 9 Results of logistic regression analysis testing Hypothesis 2: Predictors of
engagement in BSFT
Predictors

B

S.E.

Wald

df

p

Exp(B)

95% C.I. for
Exp(B)
Lower

Differential therapist

Upper

.176

.580

.092

1

.762

1.192

.382

3.717

-.074

.417

.032

1

.859

.929

.410

2.102

1.016

.787

1.666

1

.197

2.762

.591

12.914

.066

.329

.040

1

.841

1.068

demand on the
adolescent vs. parent
Baseline parentdemand/adolescentwithdraw interaction
Differential therapist
demand on the
adolescent vs. parent X
baseline parentdemand/adolescentwithdraw
Constant
Note. N = 42.
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TABLE 10 Families in engagement sample categorized by engagement in BSFT, low and
high values of differential therapist demand on the adolescent versus the parent, and low
and high values of baseline parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction
Parent-demand
adolescent-withdraw
interaction
Differential

Low

High

Total

therapist demand

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Low

6 (15)

3 (7.5)

9 (22.5)

High

6 (15)

4 (10)

10 (25)

Total

12 (30)

7 (19.5)

19 (47.5)

Low

8 (20)

3 (7.5)

11 (27.5)

High

5 (12.5)

5 (12.5)

10 (25)

Total

13 (32.5)

8 (20)

21 (52.5)

on the adolescenta
Not engaged in BSFT

Engaged in BSFT

Note. Low values represent scores above the mean and high values represent scores
below the mean. a Low differential therapist demand scores signify more demand on the
parent than on the adolescent, and high differential therapist demand scores signify more
demand on the adolescent than on the parent.
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TABLE 11 Raw Means and Standard Deviations for the Composite Adolescent
Substance Use Outcome
Outcome measure
Composite Measure of Adolescent Substance

Assessment period

M

SD

Baseline

0.02

0.89

4 months

-0.00

0.81

8 months

0.13

0.83

12 months

0.22

0.85

Use (z score)

Note. N = 91. The composite measure of adolescent substance use is a Z score of the
combination of data from self-report measures and urine analyses.
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TABLE 12 Results of linear mixed-model analysis of Hypothesis 3
Effect

Estimate

SE

p

Intercept

0.091

0.239

0.704

Adolescent substance use at baseline

0.572

0.061

<0.0001*

Adolescent sex (0 = male, 1 = female)

0.132

0.134

0.326

Adolescent ethnicity (0 = non-Hispanic, 1 =

0.124

0.157

0.429

Site 1

0.113

0.252

0.654

Site 2

-0.375

0.281

0.184

Site 3

-0.331

0.240

0.170

Site 4

-0.493

0.265

0.065

Site 5

-0.583

0.297

0.051

Site 6

-0.086

0.278

0.758

Site 7

-0.301

0.250

0.231

Time (assessment period)

0.111

0.048

0.022*

Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction

0.005

0.059

0.935

Therapist demand on adolescent

0.335

0.191

0.082

Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction X

-0.097

0.206

0.638

Hispanic)
Site of therapy

Therapist demand on the adolescent
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Note. N = 91. * Significant effect, p < 0.05
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TABLE 13 Results of linear mixed-model analysis of Hypothesis 4
Effect

Estimate

SE

p

Intercept

0.042

0.235

0.859

Adolescent substance use at baseline

0.575

0.064

<0.0001*

Adolescent sex (0 = male, 1 = female)

0.173

0.135

0.203

Adolescent ethnicity (0 = non-Hispanic, 1 =

0.139

0.157

0.379

Site 1

0.039

0.263

0.883

Site 2

-0.280

0.285

0.327

Site 3

-0.363

0.243

0.138

Site 4

-0.493

0.267

0.067

Site 5

-0.673

0.299

0.025*

Site 6

-0.056

0.280

0.838

Site 7

-0.279

0.250

0.267

Time (assessment period)

0.111

0.048

0.022*

Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction

0.016

0.058

0.783

Differential therapist demand on adolescent vs. the

0.064

0.099

0.517

0.113

0.095

0.236

Hispanic)
Site of therapy

parent
Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction X
differential therapist demand on the adolescent vs.
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the parent

Note. N = 91. * Significant effect, p < 0.05
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TABLE 14 Results of linear mixed-model analysis of Hypothesis 5
Effect

Estimate

SE

p

Intercept

-0.106

0.236

0.653

Adolescent substance use at baseline

0.518

0.064

<0.0001*

Adolescent sex (0 = male, 1 = female)

0.164

0.132

0.214

Adolescent ethnicity (0 = non-Hispanic, 1 =

0.234

0.155

0.134

Site 1

0.410

0.266

0.125

Site 2

-0.368

0.272

0.179

Site 3

-0.288

0.233

0.220

Site 4

-0.363

0.260

0.165

Site 5

-0.385

0.290

0.177

Site 6

0.017

0.273

0.951

Site 7

-0.070

0.258

0.787

Time (assessment period)

0.110

0.046

0.019*

Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction

-0.009

0.058

0.879

Therapist demand on adolescent

0.654

0.209

0.002*

Quality of restructuring

0.066

0.101

0.510

Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction X

0.027

0.210

0.897

Hispanic)
Site of therapy

therapist demand on the adolescent
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Therapist demand on the adolescent X quality of

0.537

0.251

0.034*

-0.209

0.096

0.031*

0.704

0.314

0.026*

restructuring
Parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction X
quality of restructuring
Parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction X
therapist demand on the adolescent X quality of
restructuring

Note. N = 91. * Significant effect, p < 0.05
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TABLE 15 Results of linear mixed-model analysis of Hypothesis 6
Effect

Estimate

SE

p

Intercept

-0.078

0.233

0.737

Adolescent substance use at baseline

0.534

0.063

<0.0001*

Adolescent sex (0 = male, 1 = female)

0.177

0.130

0.176

Adolescent ethnicity (0 = non-Hispanic, 1 =

0.207

0.155

0.185

Site 1

0.340

0.275

0.218

Site 2

-0.198

0.278

0.477

Site 3

-0.360

0.236

0.130

Site 4

-0.394

0.258

0.129

Site 5

-0.696

0.291

0.018*

Site 6

0.020

0.276

0.942

Site 7

-0.102

0.261

0.697

Time (assessment period)

0.111

0.047

0.019*

Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction

0.032

0.056

0.572

Therapist demand on adolescent vs. parent

0.185

0.100

0.066

Quality of restructuring

0.108

0.097

0.269

Parent-demand/adolescent withdraw interaction X

0.067

0.096

0.489

Hispanic)
Site of therapy

therapist demand on the adolescent vs. parent
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Therapist demand on the adolescent vs. parent X

0.056

0.135

0.677

-0.057

0.091

0.532

0.473

0.153

0.002*

quality of restructuring
Parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction X
quality of restructuring
Parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction X
therapist demand on the adolescent vs. parent X
quality of restructuring

Note. N = 91. * Significant effect, p < 0.05
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FIGURE 1 Boxplots of independent variables

Notes. N = 112. All variables were measured on a 1 – 5 Likert scale. Therapist demand
on the parent vs. adolescent was measured using a difference score that subtracted
therapist demand on the parent from therapist demand on the adolescent. This variable
had a mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.58.
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FIGURE 2 Adolescent drug use as a function of the interaction between engagement in
BSFT and time

0.3

Adolescent drug use (z score)

0.2

0.1

Not engaged
Engaged

0

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

1

2
Time

3
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FIGURE 3 Adolescent drug use as a function of the interaction between baseline parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw, therapist demand on the adolescent, and quality of BSFT
restructuring

0.8
(1) High quality restructuring, High PD/AW
(2) High quality restructuring, Low PD/AW

0.6

Adolescent substance use (z score)

(3) Low quality restructuring, High PD/AW
(4) Low quality restructuring, Low PD/AW

0.4

0.2

0

b = -.06, p = .80
b = .56, p = .25

-0.2

-0.4
b = .78, p = .04

-0.6
b = 1.36, p = .001

-0.8

Low

High

Therapist demand on adolescent
Note. PD/AW = Parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw.
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FIGURE 4 Adolescent drug use as a function of the interaction between baseline parentdemand/adolescent-withdraw interaction, differential therapist demand of the adolescent
versus the most demanding parent, and quality of therapist restructuring
0.8

(1) High quality restructuring, High PD/AW
(2) High quality restructuring, Low PD/AW

Adolescent substance use (z score)

0.6

(3) Low quality restructuring, High PD/AW
(4) Low quality restructuring, Low PD/AW

0.4
0.2
0

b = -.172, p = .363
b = -.106, p = .409

-0.2
-0.4

b = .442, p = .006
b = .431, p = .080

-0.6
-0.8

Demand on P > Aa

Demand on A > P

Differential therapist demand on parent vs. adolescent
Note. a P = Parent, A = Adolescent, PD/AW = Parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw.
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APPENDIX A Ratings of therapist demand
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APPENDIX B Manual for Rating Therapists’ Demands to Change in BSFT
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APPENDIX C Ratings of parent-demand/adolescent-withdraw interaction in baseline
FIATs
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APPENDIX D Ratings of quality of restructuring in BSFT
From the BSFT Fidelity Rating scale, Family Research Laboratory, Department of
Psychology, University of Arizona
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APPENDIX E IRB Approval Letter for Use of Human Subjects
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